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CHAPTER I
N.11.TuRE OP

~

MONOGRAPH

This monograph is wri tte:n.

\'7i thin

of the sociolingll.istiqa.J. approach.

the context
.

Because· the ter.m.

llsociol:i,.nguistioa.lit og.rries at lee.r,;it two :functional
meanings, there· is an immediate.need to settle on one
of these meanings £or this particular moi:iogra:Ph•
one,

~ense 1

In

le.nglla.ge, which desqribes the viork,_!ngs of'

'

indiv;i.dua.ls in their

SO()ia.l

qa.n .be "sooioli:ngu:l.,stioa.J..

institutions;

11

~here

S.S

-a'."so,ienoe,
--.;r·

is another sense:,,

the one used in this monograph, through which the
le.ngllege of aooia.l groups can be shown to :1.,ndioa.te the
e.ttit-u.des of ind:;i:vid,uaJ.s
in each sooia.l
.
. . group toviard eaoh
'

other and toward the major socie.l institutions.;
do~g,

+n so

tl:1,e language w;i.J.l reveal attitudes liµILOng one

group a~d among other groups,

'

Th.at.is, the

att~tudes

of individua;l.s vii thin a certain' class stru.ctilre tov1a.rd
ea<;lh <1lther can be assesse_d. lingu.istioe.lJ.y.....,.ilf the order
of the·1angu.age.

The attitudes of different

in different social groups oa.n

individ~a.J.s

be shown to be.tl.n oon:t;iiot

w:!,th the diffe,rent individuals in the other soo:llil.l groups.
or, the language OElll be shown to r evea.J. the

~t.:titudes

1

of

individuals in different sooiaJ. groups to the major inst:l•
tutions.

!

Different concepts of the :!llajor institutions

2

'' . .

ohe.rao~erize

dif'fe~ent

the response of members of the

sooia.1 cl.asses to experiences with at.least. twelve major
inst;,:eutions commo;ii to :riearJ.\v eve,cy individµe.l in &:DY
class.
. •.

:j:nstitutions 118.ve or riarcy

dif:f;eJ;'ent.defin~tions •

Here·ra.n:-irlsti tution will be def;Llied as e.. :particular
sooiQl force which is recognized
by ·bo"(;h·lcwer cliass:
.
.
and
middle class
The. recognition~ when
.
. :l,ndivfud~s.
.
made, brings. ou:\; a set of atti tUdes specif:l.o i;ci' each class
•

group.

I

•;' \

/

•,"'

:,.-·:

-

"

:

•'

'

'

•

.'_

•

'!

I

'

In the 9ontext of this monograph e.n attitude w:l.11

be defined as a complex of.'

beli~:fs

plus emotions; ·,

therefore, there vd.li always be an emot:t~~' sigtl. .oonnected
'

.

.

~

With the a.ttitci.de.

Attitudes will.be oons'idered, in.·this

monograph, as characteristic in the sens~ of being·pre•
.

;

.

dictabJ.e responses'for the entire oiass group, while
)

sti11 offering the admission that ~ single individual
withih a ·group

may

ve;ey within the e.tti.tude ~ressedo

This variance,
however, will' be considered as operating
.
. . .
-

~

within t~e total· range of certain e:inoti9nal states.. That
. is, one person

nuzy

respon!'l; with 11 ce.J.mness','11 while another

might respond with 11 serenity, 11

v1hile t..lie cl!iiss prediotion

for the event . and condition
would be one of mild plea.sure.
'
... The social foroes to be used will be considered
as .illstitutions. The phrase llThe Cultura.1 Chasm" and
the
.
table bY,. the s~e heading 09ine from Linders on' s structured

3
Soci~l Svstems.l

The chasm shows significant conflicts

between the lower and middle classes.
not define his tag

11

Linderson did

The Cultural Cl'iasm,:11

He merely

showed and asserted its presence through its characteristics, as indicated in the tabular form which lists the
above-mentioned :r·orces or ins ti tut ions. 2
..:· ......·'-,1· There is no question that the

cha~m
-, •
.'

is a gulf, or

a more or less permanent. deep rift which exists among the
-~ ~ f

intellectual, physical, and attitudinal structures or·
each social group.

Because persons

~re

born into class

en'llh·onments, or because they aspire to them, or because
•'

events cause a

movemen~

..

~

toward _distinct social groups,

the groups seem to be more deterministic than determined,
That is, the will.of the single individual would appear
to have little influence on the groups as such.

I·wi11·

work through my own definition of the cultural chasm as
being that barrier which divides groups into classes
because of different and predictable reactions to such
societal forces_ {institutions) as. 11 Authority," "Education
!

"Joining a Church," "An Ideal Goai!.,"
"

• p

"The Future' II "Liquor' II "Sex:,"

and

"Societ'y,'~,_

"Moriey. u3

~-t1!i(~.;
• .<"'':,1_·

"Del'inquencyV

;hese are

, lEJ:lsworth Linder son Structured Social S•rstems,
{Lend.on,· Chatto, Windus, xxi~, 1958, (342 p~); pl 18,.

_2see_Appendix A.

3Ibid.

-

11

'

4

the forces indicated in Linderson•s

11

The Cultural Chasm."

Each social class has a different concept and attitude
tovm.rd these forces.The sociologist, considering such social forces as
those mentioned above, is a socisl diag-aostician who is
concerned v;i th oau.ses and effects among soc:J.14
•

,

p~enomene.:.
I •

The linguist, joining forces, insists that crisis and 0011fliot
mu.st be revealed through language structures, ill
>;;,

a:ny

field.

'

The linguist, working through phonology, morphology, syntax,
and ..graphics must look to the tone and color of the written
and spoken words.

The socioliIIo"'Uist is strongly bent to

discover more about the classes through the framework of
characteristic 1i11guistical expressions collected from their
individual members.

The principal problems, sociolinguistioally,

'are located in the forces just

no·hed~

In studying social groups,

in sociology, classes are identified through the group or
class response of the individUB.l members.
English-spea:king peoples have had a class system
for some centuries-.

The earlier English class system,

persisting even through the post World War II days, has
been focused, as to the upper class, on birth.

The

middle class structures have become sufficiently stabilized
to be divided into three categories in ea.oh class:

the

upper middle, the middle, and the lower midd:i.e classes.;

-,,

5
The· lower class has not become sufficiently sub-divided
'in England to be of significance.,
is to .be

distin~ished

The entire olass·system

from the Al!lerica.n, Canadian; New

l!lealand, · aild Australian systems which are not divided
to b'irth, or

afl

e.13 __ _,_

to well-defined middle class divisions •

.Al though birth and ;e'amily a.re more significant in En.gland

- th.a,• in -·the newer Engi:i.sh-speaking lanqs, the classes have
stpong material
and economic
factors work-i:ng
..
:

~o·keep

the

classes distinct•
. There a.re a1weys

:probl(;)~

in distino"Uishing bases

for mi;ddle and· iower class diV'isions. ',l:n Jlmerica and

England the

prob~ems

are those of sooia1 ai'id economic

'factors:
-~-:-,..,.·.,...,_.

. ~~

The typical u:p:per•middle-olass ohi1d lives
in a class sub-ou1ture where he is surrounded by
educated, cuJ.tivated persons who speak the
English language OOI'J1'ectJ.y most of the tilue,
enjoy classical mus:l,o, buy and read books7
travel and entertain graciously. He is m1r ...
rounded by people who are· ambitious, who go to
work even when they don:' t fee1 1ike it, and
· who struggle to make their mark ih the wor1d•
He is aoquainted v4th the successes of ancestors,
re1atives, and friends, and it is normal for him
simp1y to assume that, like them, he is going to
' ami;>unt to something in the w·or1d.'4

-.----

. tPauJ. B. Horton and Chester R. Hunt, Sociologz,
(New York, MoGraw-..Hi11 Oompany) 1 1968, p. 238.

6

Therefore, a definition for the upper•middla•class would
be a class which includes most of·the successful business
and professional men, usually of a non-unskilled family
backgrou,nd.

But in ei tber middle or lower qJ,asses,. all

activities reveal distinction in class behavior.
Differences in class pehavior are· found in
all activities involving institutional forces.

almos~

The laner

class is described in the following way:
The lower class child lives in a class
'subculture where scarcely anybody has a steady
job for very long. To be laid off and go on
relief is a ·normal experience, carrying no
sense of 'shame or failure~ He lives in a world
where one can spend bis weekends in drinking,
gambling, and sexual exploration and miss work
on Monday without sacrificing the respect of
his friends or neighbors. In his world, meals
are haphazard and irregular; many people sleep
three or four to a bed; and a.well-modulated
speaking~voice would be lost amid the neighborhood
clatter."'
A definition for the lower class would be one that consists
mainly of irregularly empioyed, the unemployable, migrant
laborers, and those livihg more or less on public assistance.

Measurement of classGs is complicated by the fact

that there are several criteria·or characteristics of
membership in a given cl3.ss·, and many families do not show
all the characteristics of any one class level.
lines are not always clearly

draw~,

Class

but for the purposes

7Horton and Hunt; ~· ~., P• 239.

.7
monograph,· the 11 ouJ:tura1 ohasm" is

in tli.;l.s

~ed

to draw

fairly sharp lines indicating- lower 9lld midd1e clews
'
attitudes to·institu.tions.
'

I.,.·-- -

,.

.Al.though the.idiom of responses indicated, ill

"Tlie

eui'turel Ohasm.'! is thnt of Modern American English, the
forces are still valid.

(The Engl.ish :f'a0u1ty of' U.'1Q.ero;.

sta"j;gJ,Uent will be taken into consideration in

making

...

apeoifio. applioationll!
to the 1angua$e i;tsed in Of Human
. -·
'•

'"

-

Bondage~)

;

The Selection
l,

f'ollowin& probl":ms:

of<li:liWiza.n. Bondage poSef! the.

•• !, .:.-: ...

:t~.]·i:

i

>1.

'·

;·

.:·::

'·

. '

'

ther.;ia.:Jon·t.or choosing an English
.:

'

.

'

author and novel, .and the reason for selecting the
part:i<;iuler period.

T;he reason for choosing.the English novel and

author.Sa partly one of preference for the novel and

the------~

author • Maugham• s cla,rity of ait;vle, his baJ.anoe of
aotion

and

desoription, and his ability to create e. re.,,

semblance to the truth of the fact
pre:f'e:t;'ence for Maugham and his

aocoun~

boo~..

for part of

The title is of

ocns:J,derable importance becausep!¥t of the bondage, if
not the major part, is one of the

11

01E!.Ss.u

The forces end

the reactions of ·bne groups to the forces a.re to a high
degree matters cii' 11 bondage. '1
AS mu.st be shown, :the oentrel figures in the noveJ,,.
Mildr<;id and Philip, are in bondage to class and to class

8

conceptsj

Insofar as

·bhe

period is concerned, there are

at J.east two advantages for this monograph•

The readei'

will,have common knowledge of the writing of the period,
'

and(of the social and psychological trends of the period;
In this period ('.!)he Georgian Period}

wrii;;e~

vrere stil;t

stating the visible iarger stru.otures~ ·As High.et states
in The Classical Trodition, the modern poets, painters,

'
and writers were work;tng to put the· reader and viewer to work:
'

r"'.i';

•

The central thought; and the articulation
of detail v1ith -!µle central thought, are left
for the reader to work out, And the transi•
tions from one impression to another are.made
with the bewildering rapidity and irregularity
of a dream.,.so that even the details appear
evasive? ~vanescent. The logical sequence of
such wri ti:ri..g is, therefore, extremel;Y' obscure,
.;z:,:, .aJJ.d is sometimes. shaped not 1)~\ the laws o:f'
thought so mu.ch as by some private excitements ·
of the writer. To se;r that th~se authors have
not a classicll!l sense of' form does not mean·
that "j;hey do not use exte:t'Zla.1 patterns created
. bY.· the Greeks. (As a matter of' fact, they
sometimes do,) It means that they eschew ·
aymm.et:cy, ooni;inuity, smoothness, hapno:ny, and
logic, in favor of abrupt, un:f.'orseeable
appa.ren·tl;Y' arbi tra:cy t:re.nsi tion13 (not only
bet..ween sections of one passage but beti.vee:n
sentences and phrases), e, general pattern whioh
resembles a.11 unrehearsed monologue· O:L?' a random
conversation rather than any regular progression
__ .of well"!'balanced ideas, and a. deliberate
. __,,,=
-. · · concealment or avoidance o~. the intellectual
substructure of the whole.
The writings of such people as D. H, Lawrence, G;::i.lswortby,
and Oonrad, while showing different styles, do furnish the
.
6Gilbert High.et, The Classical Tradition, (New York,
Oxford University Press), 1949, P• 563.

.~

1

9

centra1 core of substance, spin out the details, and
1eave the polishing work for tl1e reader.

~uoh

is true,

to a. large degree, of the work of Ma'Ugha.m. 1 partioul.arl.y.
in

~he

novel. Of Human Bonda.ge.

The reason for se1eoting.

Of ·Human Bondage is to proceed directly to tho raw re•'
alitios of sc¢iologica1 distinctions between the
differ<;int classes in their coming to grips with socii:>..l
forcea or institutions.
The remaining consideration is toot of why the
choice between middle and 1ower class, to the exo:J.usion
of the upper class.

Socio1ogists, as yet, have not

~··

considered the "upper class" as significant with respect
to "The Cul.tu.rel Chasm" specifics,

~e

members

o~

this

class may move, in attit-ude, to either the middle class
or lower class reactions toward forces without being;
in fact, members of .either class; that is, without
leaving t.lie upper class,

If class

st~cture

is based

entirely on economic matters, and if the members of the
diverse groups can move from one class to another solely
on the basis o£material considerations, then the Upper
class, with an entirely .monetary designation woul.d be
'

compared with and contrasted to the
the framework of the social forces,

tv10

other cl.asses within

Admitting, of course.,

that the lingi.:lisi;ical structures of the central figu.res

10

living in the England of 1915 are read and assessed

by

one s·teeped in the American-English of' 1968, the position
is taken that the writer has sufficient lino"11istica1
awareness, dia.ohronically and comparatively, as to
mininiize the difference in tone, and meanings carried.
The faot that the discourse of the characters is
carried in graphic fonn is a levelling factor, in con1

sidering the crises and conflicts in the novel,.

T'.nere

are se1feral 'characters Of some significance, the most
important being the figures Philip Carey and Mildred
Rogers.
PROCEDURE
The monograph will be developed through five steps
represented by oliap·ters.. The first chapter sets out ·f;he
general nature o:f the monograph fonn and the.purposes
9f the total study.

Acy

v1ords, expressions, or points

which need definition, proof 1 or support e.i•e explained
as the .first s'tep.

The general nature, ·uhe procedure,

previous work done in the field, and specific elements
to be proven complete this opening chapter.
Chapter Two involves an examination of the two
main characters, Philip a.nd Mildred, in. their experiences

revealing their language to':/S.I'd the social 'institutions.

ll
Quotations from.Of Human Bondage ",'hich indicate the
attitudes of Philip and Mildred, and demonstrate tbe
reality of· a (social)
chasm willl
be selected.
'•,!
,'·
" '
Cha.pter Three contains sentence patterns, verbs,
and key words taken from random sampling,. approximately
every twenty-five

.pages~

in •·rd&r to note the difference

between the two individuals, mia'oie · cle.ss Ppilip and
lower class Mildred..

These sentence patterns, verbs,

and key words will. be examined cl'osely to reveal the
linguistic difficulties that each has in trying .to
communicate with each other, as well as the trials in
facing the authority of the social institutions.
Chapter Four consists of· an application of Reiss•·
Language and PsvcholoRv7 and· Plutilhik 1 s The Emotions:
Facts. Theories·, and a New Model. 8

The predominating

sounds taken from the quotations in Chapter Two will be
scanned from the viewpoint of the former, and the emotive.
impact of statements taken f.rom Chapter Two will be dealt
with accor'd-ing
to the latter work.
,,
Chapter Five consists of a summary of the
language used by Philip arid Mildred revealing social

7Samuel Reiss,1anguage and Psychology, (New Yprk,
Philosophical Library; Inc.), 195'9, 299 PP•

~obert Plutchik, The Emotions: Facts~ Theories,
and a New Model, {New York, Random House), 1962, 204 .pp.

12

attitudes; sentence patterns, and semantic considcra.tions·<!
']he work of Reiss and Plutohik will pe au.mma.rized, the
findings of Plutchik being more definitive'.
PREVIOUS WORK

As far as this wr:j.ter oan ascertain, the socio•
l.ingu.istioal approaoh has not been e.ppiied to Somerset
In fact, a rigorous e.pplioa.tion to
I

li~.e,ra.ture

by

sooiologists has not yet been applied.

The closest approach of the sOoioliJ:lguisiJ application
to literature is that of Reuel Denney•s essey, "Children
of Thoth, 11 9 in wh;!.¢~ he disou~ses the-"sooia.l rea.lis.m."
of the. oomio strips 1 oomio books• and popuJ.!lI' children'* s
books.

He asser'\is that

11

olw.nges in the speoif'ice:tions of'

social class mobilit-.ir were reflected in i;}le comics~ 1110
$.- Io He;ra.kawa:'s

11

'l!he La.ngliage of Social (loheeion 1111

·disciisses noises a.a

expres~:iions

a.'l'ld noises i'or noises•a

sake;;· Donald p., Ooste11o•a article, "The Lan:;..ouage of the
9Reuel · Del:'.ney, "Children .of Thoth, "· essay from

The Popular .Arts, (New York, Charles S'C.1ribner' s Sons),

196'($

pp.205-~22~

lOibid., P• 208.

ils .. I•· Hayakawa, "The Language of sooia.1 Cohesion, 11

essay. from .L~ge and Literao~ Today, (Ohioago, Soienoe
Aasoo ates, Irio.)9 l96 , PP• 5o-6a~

~esear¢h

13
Catcne:r
B;ve, 1112
..
. ..in the
,
. .deals, ff!r. th~ most part,.vrith
psycho;;Logy,
some
.
..... _, bi.it' does, to
... '' extent, deal with the
sooi0,logy of the language.
'

''•

'

'

'

: Reoou~se

~o

these .articles·, and to a growing

numJ:te.;!;}. of' such articles· tow.id in anthologies
-

•

-

- ·,

'

·.>

J

'

•

01•

oOlleo~:i.ons o:f.' essey:3 for freshmen oompos1,.tion13 wili
..reveal
..
. .

llI\lOh
'
·'

.interest ·in applY:J:l1€
:Language to
sooiologioal
.
. . .
. .
'

'

'

'

'

·'

'

'

p:i;>:l;nOiP,;t.es.and.soeiologi<;'al p;rinoip1es -t:;o
However, as Yl'3t 1 the+'e· is no awareness of .e:rzy- other

attempt to m8.ke.a sysi;ematic attack on.a piece o:f
li teratiir? through sociolinggistiqs·•·
PURPOSES AND S~EOIFIO ELEMEI~T$ TO BE. l?ROYJ!!iT
0

:

•

w'

The ltey :pu...""J.)0se of th:i,E;i

monq~e.ph

s}lowing i;ha.'j; the language of the

is that of

cu.1tur\111 ohasm 11 may be

11

.

app).ied to l:i.·t0rature, and speo:l.:t'icallY ao in the .case of
~e

applications

wil'.). be made .in .such a wey as i;o me:;isure through

sentence structure and through phonologioa,l StI'1.t9tu.ra,
as well as through the minor structures o:f phrasi:'i and wordt

12~op.~d
1

P,. Costello, 11The La.ngu.i;i.ge of the Oa.toher
in. ·'the Rye, ' essay. .from A L~"'Uistic Reader; (New Yoiik,

Harper & Row),. 1967, pp, 249.,.

13see Append:tx B,

H.

14
the

statements and expressions whi¢h

l~e

meanhlgs
q:f' indivi&aal. responses
to social.
,,
....

~a:i:Ty

the

forces~

' whio;ll • e up the social. oha.smo;

The'key purpose a,'.\.so involves other pu:i:>poses;;

In

v1orking. through the v:s.r';Lous· ins ti tt1tions-equaJ.. to
'

'

i'ql"'.ces,;,..;.0Videno.e wj.11 be

prov~ded

to show that a. membet>

'
of 'one cl~ss (M:i.ldred a.s a member of the lqwer olas~) cian
'

have middle classaspira.tion, aspiration which will be
'

-

'

shown ill her verba.l:i:zations~
•

f

Also, a member 0£ the middle· --

.•

'

class (Philip) oan have the basio attitu.dea of his own
-

' '

o;J.e,sE;i, but qan, throut!h pJ:?ofessionai and pei::sons.l motility,
.

ao~ire tempor~ey at·ti tudes of other classes and their"·-,--'- '
'.

•

'

-

.

!

sub:;.groups.
l:.,--

'

The' le,ngU.age strt:tot-ures, both large and small,
'

'

.•

'

•.

.

do carry' eVidonoe O:f t!1e :f'OI'Oe Of the'''SOO;l.al chaSm where

· psyoholo~ioai'faotors are str01'lg.

+t will

be granted that there ere. peyQhologioe1

factors involved,.

One of these ,psychologioal ·factors

is that of Philip's view of :tU-s deforinity-his clubfoot-.

AnotfxE!t'~peyohoi0gical factor, llle~·~ioned above, ·is th~t. ;~:'~""'""'

,.;. •

'

•

"

•

~

• ,.

~ ~' .... '-

•••

< '

'

oocaa;i.o:ned by Philip's :Lnte:r.:.gi-oup .motility,

·,fili ·tein~qer

Btit, -'one

thii.t the ~gi~ o;· bo~aer line between·

sociology and social psyclloieigy ;i.s some·b:tmes not dis;;.

tinguishabler Phi'.t:tp•s disability can be, at least,··
'

-

'

partially understood from'a sooiologioa1 point of view,

l?
But the soope Of this work mu.st be

limited~

In

.this monograph the main emphasis will be devoted to the
· i~age and t•he ;J;'orces trf: tha institutions, vrith little
e.ttE;Jntion devoted. to pS-j'cholog;l.<)aJ. problems induced by
phy~:i.Qal

·defects in the indiv:J.dua'.l.s discussed•,

CHAPTER I4'.
QUOTATIONS INDICATIJqG ATTITUDES
TOW,ARD SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS

In Of Human :J3ondage14 the.main cultur;ll (social)
chasm discussed is that bet\veen two individuals,. Mildred.
of the lower class and Philip of the middle

()las~.

The're

are,=_conf1icts of'· and with other people involved as members.~..,=
of' the upper class, 'the middle,class, and the lower ~lass,
but_ the latter from a middle class background, anCh:t~.
fqnner, from a lower class background, furnish the central

-.
crl..os.<1s_
•..15· . This writer's concern wiJ.l be vii th the lsngu.age_,,zc,
which indicates the reaction of each character in middle :;

class tems and lower class ·!;er.ms to the concepts of
"authority,"

11

educe:tion," "religion,"

"the fi.i.ture," "liquor," "delinquency, 11

11

ide'al goals," "socie.ty,n
"sex," and "money. 111 6

The procedure will involve giv1.ng examples, linquistical in
na~:i:-e--of':::'Philip•s

and Mildred's responses to the weight_

of social institutio:n.s,.and giving examples, linguistical in
nature, reveali:ri..g the barrier each faces, one to the other"
in inter-communication between ·uhemselves.

14w 0 ·Somerset Maugham, Of Human Bondage, (Garden
City, New York, The Sun Dial Press), 1945, 684PP!'
l5see Appendix C for overall view of the novel.
16 see Appendix A.
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Linguistical Attitudes Toward The Cultural Chasm
The language of W. Somerset Maugham presents the problems
and atti·t;udes of both the middle class and the. lower class \'Ii th
"
the focus on Philip and Mildred. This monograph will focus on
the lin$Uistical aspects of Philip's and Mildred's attitudes
toward the soc,iial institutions, in terms of the
as indicated in Table

r. 1 7·

cul~a;t-

chasm,

The title of the boo~ Of Hu.man

Bondage, in itself denotes lack of freedom.

WJ:l,en the book

..

wa~

written, in the early t'nenti'eth century, the class society of
·.

was more strict,.as _indicated by the language used in

Engla~d

'

the-book, than the class society of toda:y.
In Of Human Bondage, one can see :E'hilip' s at.ti tudes
(beliefs plus emotions)_ toward ·!;he insti·l;utions that he
f'aces.

Philip, from the middle class,, is alwa:ys faced with

authority.

The concept of "autho:r;'ity in middle class terms

stands for security--to be ta.Iran for granted, wooed. 1118
Philip~s

died.

lmcle and aunt are· raising Philip since his mother

The uncle thinks Philip, at the age of nine, should

accept the. beliefs of his religion:
You•re a very nauglri;y boy, 11 he repeated.
'.l:hink of the grief you• re causing yoitr poor
mother in heaven."
11

~"

"

'

· 11

(p. 27)

17see Appendix A,

18Ibid.
l!!r

~· ~·
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tile authority of' the church as well. as the authority 0£
Philip's uncle is seen here.

"Na.ughty, 11 "grief'," and

"pool" are harsh words giving the quotation a negative tone.
These words also inject a note of fear to Philip.

For

Philip, obeying this authority.will be from fear.of causing
his poor mother grief, .
The authority of the school also projects a note of'
fear.

Philip was taken to a school for boys where he never

seemed to make friends ·with the

o~her

sti.idents,

One .day,
'

'.\

during class, the

·~eacher

asked Philip to recite.

.

The words

stuck in his throat;
The master seized the arms of his chair and
grasped them as though to prevent himseif from
falling upon Philip. They knew that in the past
days he often used to seize boys by the throat
till they almost choked. The veins in his
forehead stood out and his f'ace grew dark and
threatening, He was a man insane •.
(pp. 65-66) .
The authority was repugnant to Philip,

His attitude

tm~ard

his school work was being driven farther and farther away
because of the attitude of his teacher toward him•

The

sharp words causing fear in Philip are "seized," "grasped,"
"choked, 11' "dark," and "threatening."

The concept of' authority

in the middle class has taken on the meaning of' authority
as -s.een· in tho lower class.
Mildred Rogers, from lower class background, was a
waitress in a restaura.p_t.

The concept of' "authority to the

19
lower cl~ss is something to be hated, to·be avoided." 1 9

..

Mildred was the type o:f person who could mold and manipulate
the. people around her..

Mildred rejected the pressure o:f

Philip'• s friendship:
•1Some people would do better to mind
their own business," she retorted.
. .
.
(p. 298)

From the· first· time Philip saw Mildred, a bur11ing desire
seemed to possess him. · Philip was· a medic13-l stu.dent when
he met Mildred.
he ·represented,
business. 11

She. ref'used to accept the authority that
as·~een

The ton<:is

of

in the. words "mind their own
the vmrds are ones of rejec·t;ion.

M;i.ldred.'1 s attitude tov1ard the servi tu.de that her job

represe~ted is of a ~marl 20 tone.

While Mildred has lovmr

class .status, she has middle class desi.res:
"rlly aunt doesn'' t like my going to
business. I can have the best of everythi..l'.tg at home. I dont-1; want you to
think I work because I need to•"
(p.• 312)

The words "doesn' 1 t J.;i.ke" and "don't want" inject a feeling
thaii°'1\ll:t1dred is tl'."Ji:ng to be something that she il;l not. ,..,...""""""
The concept of •ieduca·!;ion in middle class t'!JrmS stands
for the road to better things for one's children and oneself. 1121

1 9see Appendix A; op. cit.
20s. I. Hayakawa, "Reports, Inferences, J:udgm.ents ,,'.!c

i'or Oomposi:t;ion, (New York, Appleton-Centu.ry.;.Cro:j:'ts,)
10.

21see Appendix A, op. oit.
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Philip's aunt and uncle wanted him to get a. good educa·!;ion.
They thought tha·t if Philip werit to King's School, he might
be inspired to prepare himself for work in God's ser1Tioe:
The Careys made up their minds to send
Philip to King's School at Terca.nbury, The
neighbouring clergy sent t;heir sons ·1Jhere.
It. Vn;\S uni te'd by long; tradition to th<;J
Cathedral: its headmaster was an honorary
canon, and a past headmaster was .-the archdeacon. Boys were encouraged there to
aspire to Holy Orders, and the educa·t;ion
was such as· mi~h·t IJrepare an honest lad to
spend his life in God'~ service. A prepare,tory school was attached to it, and to
this · it was arranged tha:f; Philip . should go •••
..
.
(p. 35)
The words "King's School," "clergy," "united," "tradition,"
~

'f:_i:

,.

"\3?:lihedral," "honorary canon," ·11 archdeacon," "Holy Orde.rs,"
and

11

terms

God's service" give one a feeling of duration.
~epresent

These

present-day time to God's service which has

been ir{ existence since the beginning of Christianity.
~unds
of ·these words are.::;;pilieasi.i:lg.
,.
.,

The

These vrords are ones

of happiness·;ror: Philip providill:g he orients himself to the
,•,
......
surf'oundiJ.lgS into Which he is being placed.
'
Before Philip, was s.ent· '.;o school, his aunt and uncle
,'

~.

taught him at home.

Philip's uncle did not believe in

extravagance, but he did believe in Philip's securing a
practical education:
~ •• In the after.noon Philip did his lessons.
He was taught Latin and mathematics by his
uncle who knew neither, an.Cl French and the
='"'="piano by his aunt. Of French she was
ignoran·~, but she knew the piano well enough
to accompany the old fe.shioned songs she had
sung for thirty years •••
(p. 20)

21

The words "lessons, 11

~'taught,'"

"Latin," "mathem&:l;ics,"

"French, ii and "piano" are words pertaining to education.
These words show the emphasis that the aunt and uncle

pl~ced

on.a practical education.
The concept of "education in lower class :terms is an
obstacle course to be surmounted until the children can go
to work,,11 22

The op.ly relat:j.ve that Mildred has is an aunt,.

with whom she li'(es.

fut, Mildred speaks of her father and_

of'her ·past environment·.

l'ilost of her conversation ab01rl;

other people is derogatory:

"My father always kept a dog.;.cart, and
we had three servants·. We had a cook and a
housemaid and an odd man. We used to grow
beautiful roses. Peo~le used to stop at
the gate and ask who vhe house belonged to,
the roses were so beaut:Lf\:111., Of course it
isn't very nice for me having to mix with
them girls in the shop, it'-s not the class
of person I'.ve been used to, and sometimes
·I real1Y thi1ik J; 1 l l give up business on ·!;hat
account. It's 'the class ·of people I he.ve to
mix with• 11
·
(:{>• 312)

' '

One oan se€1 from the words used that Mildred: wants Philip
to think that she is of a

high~r

class socieruy· than is

rea11Y--;otlie oa;se.

The tone of the language shows Mildred Is lg.ck

of an edlication.

The phrases, "mix with them giris 1," and

11

olass of :people" have a negative connotation when spoken by
22see Appendix A, op. cit.

i

,.
·,'

.

I,'

Mildred.

22

..

i'ilildred :is disregarding ·the fact ·that her

education is limited.
Mildred acquaints Philip with the books that she
reaful.

Her admittance of res.ding the books of her choice is

an admission of her need for en education:
read

11 I

do lilce his books,n sj;i.id liiildred,
all. They' re 'so refined."

t~elll

"I

(p• 382)

The book was written by a woman whom Philip knew.

She used

a pseudo:n;yrr; and had, told Philip that her books were popular
among the kitchen-maids.

11

Books, 11· "read, 11 and "refined'*

are ·terms of a middle class person.

These terms show that

Mildrea. has acquired some of th.a language of the middle .class.
':Che conce:i:rt of '11 1•eligio11 in middle class terms s·cands
fqr a s·tEiP· necessary for social acceptance. 112 3 From the
beginning of Phj_lip•s

::S;t~-

with his aunt and ·uncle, he

believed in the existence of God.

His uncle never let him

forget. this existence:
"Don't you know it's very, very WiQked
to pley on Sunday? What do yov_ suppose
it's called the day of rest for? You're
going to church tonight, .a,nd how can you
face your Malcer when you •ve been breaking
one of His laws in the afternoon?"
.
.
(p. 27)
Philip 1 s uncle began Philip 1 s education abou:t; God and
religion ey informing him of

~1

the things that Philip

was doing wrong instead of acquainting him with the-good

23see Appendix A, op. ~·
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things' that come from learning

abou·~

Goa..

His uncle

was making Philip fear the authority of the church and
the aoceptG.?J.ce of God, · Phili]l was always in bondage to
someone or something; here, he was in bondage to his uncle
and to his religion.

The .v:ords "wicked" and "breaking" have

an unpleasanJ6 tone,
Philip' s religion or .belief in God. vias one of uncertain·!;y.

He rejects the Christianity tha·!; he knows:

'
He still looked upon CJhris·~iani ty as a degrading bondage that must be cast av1ay at any
cost; it was connected subconsciously in his
minc1 with the dreary services in the Oa-~hedral
at Tercanbury, and tho long hours of boredom
in the cold church at Blackstable; and the
morali t-,y o:i:' which Athelny spoke was to him no
more than e. part of, the religion which a
halting intelligence.preserved, when it had
laid a.side the belief's which alone made it
reasonable,
'
(p. 485)
"Degradi!>..g' bondage," "cast away," "any cost,"
services~"

11

dreary

"boredom," "cold church,"· and "halting

intelligence" are hostile terms referring to Philip•s idea
of

Christi~nity~

These words show a'lack

of freedom,

/k/,
/a./, and /b/,in combination with the /g/, /s/, and /h/
indicated in the t;i.tle of' the book, within him.

The

sounds give the words a harsh tone.
Tl1e concept of' "religion to the lower class is an
emotional release. 1124 Mildred's attitl;tde toward religion was

24see Appendix A, op. o~t.
~

-

"·
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different from Philip's attitude.

Mildred did not let her

religion trouble her:
11

said.

I always like to go to church once," she
"It looks well, doesn't it? 11
(p. 327)

Mildred went to church for appearance only,

She was born

into the lower class, but here one :aees that Mildred has
middle class desires toward religion.
welJ.~i

"Once" and "looks

reveals her thoughts on going to church.

is not from the inner-self.

Her attitude

She desires to be seen and

accepted by the social minded people of the middle class.
The concept of "the ideal goal in middle class terms
stands for money; property, to be accepted by the suocess:fu.l. n.45
One of Philip 1 s goals was to ma.r:cy Mildred.

Before he could .

return to his old relationship with her, he had to "break-off"
his relationship with Morah, his newly found "girlfriend":
He looked at her to see whe;hher there was
any shadow of reproach ·.in her eyes; but they
were as frank and mercy as ever; she was overjoyed to see him. His heart sank. He coUld
not tell her .:!;he brutal truth. She made some
toast for..:'o.~im, and cut it into little pieces
and gave it to him as though he were a child.

.

(p.

376)

Philip rejected Norah when Mildred came back into his life,
This quotation has a dissen·f;ient connotation from Philip• s
vievr-point.

"Brutal tru·!;h" is a. distasteful term and has an

unpleasing tone.
25see Appendix A, op, cit.
,_
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Another one of' Philip's goals was to have enough money
to finish medical school.

He needed money desperately,

Mildred took and spen·t; all the money that he offered her:
God, why didn' t you write to me? 11
said Philip. "If' you only knew how useful
a hundred pounds would be to me."
(p. 514)
11 liJy

From the tone of the words used, one sees how important
money was to Philip.
useful, wand

11

11

God, 11 "write," "only knew,

"~l!~hOw

would be" are words that portray someone in

need. ·
The concept of' "ideal goal in lower class tsrm.s stands
"·'.

for 'coolness'; to ma.ke out' without attracting attention of'
the authority. 1126 Mildred's ideal goal was one of' "making
1

out" the best way .that she could.· She began her masquerade
by telling a lie about her family:
"My f'amily 1 s very well-connected," she said.

. .

(p. 312)

"Well-connected" 11as .the way Mildred described her family.
This term has a pleasing tone and a positive connotation.
One sees that Mildred does not orient herself to her lowerclass raising, but reveals her middle class desires in her
language.
Mildred had always taken all she could from Philip.
When he found her

26

011

the s·treet soliciting men, he offered

See Appendix A, OP. cit.
-=

-
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to help her once again:
.••• Mildred led Philip along a passage to
a room at the back. It was qi..li te dark; she
asked him for a match, end lit the gas;
there was no globe, and ·!;he gas flared
shril.ly. Philip saw that he was in. a
dingy little bedroom with a suite of
f'urnt ture pa;tnted to lo.ok like pine, much
too large· for it; the lace curtains were
very dirty; the grate was hid.den by a
large paper fan •••

(p. 497)

.,_ .....

Mildred had reached the "make out" stage of tP,e lovrer class,
but· she had been caug:ht by Philip•
"pine, 11 "dirty,

11

and •igrate'' a.re

being dejected end unwanted,

.l3aclc, 11

u~p;j.easant

negative connotations of" being cold,
Q~.

11

11

dark, 11 "dingy, 11

words that· have

They project a feeling

The tones of these words

are ,cold, dark, and unwelcome.
~-· . .U:he concept

<?f

sooiety in middle-class terms stands~~.,

11

:f'or .the. pattern one conforms to in the interests of secur.i ty
and being popular, 1127 · Ph:i,lipY.wanted to be popular and to be
accep~ed

by Mildred more than he wanted to accepted by

anyone '.else:
"It doesn•t matter to you, Harry," he said.
You 1 ve go ·I;· 130 many women--don 1 t take her awa:y
from me. It means my whole life. I 1 ve been
so avvfully wretched;",
11

(p. 407)

philip never really had any, k:tnd of hold on Mildred.
that she t'elt more for Harry than she should feel.
27see Appendix A,

2P• ~·

He knew
Philip was

27
reduced.tq begging f'or Mildred,

"Whole life" was what

Mildred meant to Philip •. "Life" is a pleasant word with a
light, airy sound..

Again, one

OEl!l

see Philip in bondage;

thi$=t:iJne to Mildred.
Mildred retur.r1ed to. Philip after her

11

f'ling 11 with

Harry.· Philip had outgrown his passion for her, but noV;:
;

.

':,

she .was
. ma.king a "play" ·for him:
_ "You' ;r>e a gentleman in every sense of the wordr;1 11
. she said.
(p. 4~8)

:Ch~·~ wo~cl ''.gentlema.ntt is.

a purr

word~ 28 perhaps showing

attentiveness for Philip by Mildred.
I

'

'

'

·~~-··:

This attentiveness

'

1;

'

.

'

'

.

The tone of the

word ''gentleman" is one of' ·an agreeable sounq,
'

and

/nv'

The

/1/

sounds make ~he word drawn oi1t, while carrying a

euphonious tone.
, I·"

-The concept of "society' in :Lower class terms stands
for "The lilan"--a.n enel)'l;'l; .to be resisted. and suspected, n2 9
Mildred
''.lla.kes from Philip:
,- ..

money, food, and a place to live,

,

while O'ther men take·what Mildred has to offer--her boey:
"You don' t know him. I wouldn 1 t go
back to him now not if he was to come end ask
me on his bended knees. ·r was a fool ever to
think of him. And he wasn:•t earning the·money
he said he.was. The lies he told me!"

.

(p.

28 s. I •. Haya.lt:a.wa, op.· cit.

- -

2 9see Appendix A, OP. oit •
...::

-

369)

.

·l

was Mildred's way o;f getting what she wanted from Philip:
money, a place to live; and attentiont"

' '

..

,., '

''·'

-· '-

:., '.,'.

28
This

quo·~ation

has a disapproving tone showing the way Mildred

now felt toward Mr. Miller.
"fool, "

11

":Pon' t know, 11

wasn 1 t earning, 11 and

11

well as negative <!sonnotations.

11

wouJ.dn' t go,"

1ies" .qarry negative tones· as
Mr. Miller had taken what

Mildred offered hi!;)., herself', and left her• mu.ch ·!;he same
wa:y thatll!ildred left Philip.
After Mildred becallle a "street-walker, 11 Philip sav1
'

her.. anCJ., persuaded her to let h:l.m g 0 to her roo111 a..'l'J.d talk to ·.
her.. Mildred, who. was never able to face the. truth of her
lower status, again,, uses ·!;he J.angv_age of the middle class:
.;

11 No, you can't do that, 11 she sobbed;
nrtm not allowed to take gentlemen in .
there. !f you like, I'll-meet you. tomorrow."
.
(p. 496).

Mildred's attitude toward Philip had not changed.

She s·bill

referred to h:l.m as a "gentlema:n.11 Mildred•s attitUde toward
';.

soruety was still the same.

She had become. a prostitute,

but she was still striving to become a
class .of' society.

~:rfi.em1Je-:1;--of'

Men were still taking +rom

her~

a higher
She was

trying ·to get ab9ye the lower class socie·by that she was born
into when she tells Philip,
in there,''

11

!lm not allowed to take gentlemen

"No, 11 ncfan' t," "allowed," and

11

not 11 have harsh,

unpleasing tones •.
The concept of "delinquency in middle 61as!3. terms
sta:iids for an evil originating outside the middle class homa~,;u30,
3°see Appendix A,

!:E·

cit.
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·Philip's uncle drilled the :i.deas of' delinquency into Philip
from the beginning pf' his st9'1); at Blackstable:
Wha t ~re you doing with those b1•ioks?
Philip? You knoVT you're not allowed to
. ,, .··".play games on Sunday. 11
11

(p •. 27)

"Sunday" was the day of rest and the day of studying about

·Go<!•~...One usua11y:'J.'th;\.nks of "Sunday" as a purr31 word with a .... _.__""
pleasai1t tone, but

af!

used here. '"Sunday" be~P.!!l~a snar1 32 . word,

"Br±ckf!.11 ,are hard, o,eld, inanimatt;i Objec·hs.

"Sunday" takes . .,

on .these characteristics when Philip's uncle tells him that
he is. 11not allowed ·to play games on Sunday. 11

"Not alloVTed"

is a' phrase which carries a harsh, disapproving tone, putting

.a. limi i;:;i.ti OU

On

ri

Sunday, II

.When· Philip lo·at all his money, he could no·t pay his
'

'<

rent,

The landlady had asked him to pay by the end of ·t;he

week.

Philip would not· go be.ck to his room to spend the

night for fear he would meet his.landledy:
••.He fel·i; too restless to sleep, ansi he
had a horrible dread of being moved oh by
the police. ;He noted tha;t; he was begim1ing
to look upon the constable from quite· a. new
angle. This was tho third night he had
spent ou·!;, •.

(p. 559)

Philip was being cautious so as not to he th:i;>own out of the
park, or arrested fo:r vagrancy,
.
.
-:::------

Philip was apprehensive

-

31s. I.' Hayaka;va, op. cit.
32Ibid •.
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-
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tov1ard, ·!;he policemen and the constable.
"horrible, 11 "dread, 11 and

J~.moved"

"Restless,"

carcy unpleasin...!:!: tones.

-"Police" and "constable" are wo.rds that carcy negative
connotations to Philip at t.!iis par"Gicular time •
.Tlie concept of "delinquency. i:n lower class terms.
. -- '
.
sta.'rldS for one of l_ife•.s· inev:j.table events to be ignored
I"

"

unless the police get into the act. 11 3~

Mildred found: herself

pregnant with no one to pay the bills, so she turned to
Philip:
"Well, I should, only be e.ble ·t;o. stay
there about -tv~o months or a little J!lOre, and
tnen I should have to go into a house_, I
lrnow a vecy respectabJ,e place Vfhere they
have a most superior.class of people~ and
they take you for four guineas a week and
"no extras.- Qf course' the doctor's extra,
but that's all,. A friend of mine went there,
and the lady who keeps it is a thorough laoy.
I mean to tell her that my husband's an
.officer in India and I 1 ve come to London f'oi•
my baby, . because i t 1 s better for my heEJ.l th."'
(p. 374)
r.lildred had accepted the coming baby since she had Philip
to pay her bills.

She had

110

fear of the ]lolioe tcying 'to

make Mr. Miller pay her expenses.

Philip had ta.ken fiul

responsibility for her and her baby's health.
this quotation all the plans she had made

·~o

One sees in
have the baby •.

She talks of a "superior class of people" a:nd a "respectable

33see Append.ix A,

-- -

op. oit.
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place" for having hex,. baby.;

These terms a.re ordinarily

used by one from a middle class society,
on a negative or

They seem to fake

tone when spoken by Mildred 1 because

unpleasa..~t

of her condition and because of her lower class rating.
11

Respectable pla.oe, 11 nthorough lady, 11

pleasant tones,

the~efore,

and

"Officer" have

showi:ng that she would like to

attain middle class status rather tlian remain in the lower
class that she knows so well •.
Philip approached Mildred when he found her on the
street ·!;:eying to .accost a.-rry man ·t;hat \7as in sight.

Being a

'·.

prostitute was acceptable to Mildred until she was caught in
the act of finding herself' a

ma.ii.. Mildred vias

in "bondagett

to the class in which she was born:
If' I could ohl..y get out of ittn she
·moaned, 11 I hate it so. I"'m unfit ;for the
life, I'm not ·the sort of' girl for tha:!;,
I'd do anything to get awe:y from it, :t•·d.
.be a servant if I could:. Oh, I wish !-was
;,, '(lead. 11
(p, 499)
11

Mildred had ohanged her mind about her way bf life after
Philip

02~1ght

her.

She was born. into the .lower class but
'

\

did not want to remain there; sex seemed ;tlo be her only we:y
ou·1;.
11

hate, 11 "uni'it,·11 nsort of gir1," 11 get away, 11.
and "dead" are snarl 34 wqrds use.?-. to make the

"Ge·t· out,"

se:i:v:a.nt, 11

11

en.ti.re· quotation one with a displeasing tone.

Mildred showed\

a trai i; of becoming forlorn, and she expressed this condi tio_n
when she said, "I wish I was dead, 11

34.

s.

-

I. He:yakawa, op. cit,
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The concept of

the future in middle. class terms
stands :for a i•osy horizon, ., 3 ? Philip's future always
in.eluded Mildred.

11

He was obsessed with a bu.ming passion

for her tha.t stayed wi·l;h him every hour:
·vlhen he lay in bed.he seemed still t()

see her sitting.in the corner of. the re.il\Yay carriage, with the whitlte oroclle'G shawl
over her head. He did n.o·t; k:i:J.ow ho\v he we,s
·t;o get thr9ugh the hov.rs that must· pass.
before his· eyes rested on her again. He · .
thought drow$ily of her thin face, with itS.
.delicate features, and tlie greenish p8.llor
·of her skin. , He was not happy with her, .
but he was tmha1)PY away from• her, •• !fue trU.tp_
came to him at last •. He was. in love with
·ner. It Yms incredible,.•
(:p. 30'7)
Philip showed mL"!:ed emo·tions about Mildred when he discoy:ered
'

that he wa.s
her."

~.'not

ha]:)PY with her, but was unhE•ppy away from·

His thoughts of J\l!ildI'ed w:e.:ire of "her thi:p. face,." "its

delicate' features," and the "greenish pallor of her skin"
-·-showing his acceptance and hi~·attentiveness for her.
~·"

"Thin'' and "greenish pallor" have unpleasing tones, but used
as Philip used them, the words. take on a note of acoepta.".l.ce,
showing again Philip's

"bon~ge 11

to Mildred,

.. Philip 1 s emot.:ions changed with ea.oh though4.; of· Mildred.
Regardless .of how much he

~espised

her, his plans always

included Mildred:
••• He despised himself as much as he despised
Then he made plans for the f'utu.re, the
same plans over and over again, interI'i;lpted
by recollections of kisses on her soft pale

he~.

-

35see Appendix A, op.,. oit.
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. cheek and by the sound of
traili..11g accent~ • ,

her..~!"roice

with its

(p. 34.2)

The quotation begins on a negative note
11

~l1en

the word·.,

"'"

0.e·spi'Sed is used twice. · The tone then becomes one o:f. a
11

posi·liive .stat0 wh0n words such as "plans, u '"future;"
'.'::-ecollections, 11 "kisses," ·11 s6f't pali;i tlheelt, 11
h~r voice~" and

11

11

sound of

·trailing accent" are used •. Again, one

can see Philip•s mixed emotions when he thinks of his
future with Mildred,
·.,_'"-_The. concept pf' ''the future to the lower class is
no:riexisteni;, so live each moment f'v.14-Y. 11 36 Mildred, being
:from ·uhe

lovfe~
I

class, sei:imed
to look at her • ;J;'uture as
·-

being n9nexistent,

She Jmew Philip lovetF·her, yet she

le:Et him foi• a married mgiu
~·You see, I'm getting on," she said •.
I'm twenty-fou.i.• and it• s time I settled
down. 11 ·
•
11

(p,

340)

T..liis e:irplanstion was the only one that Mildred gave Philip
for leaving him to go with Mr. Miller.

She l'.1.a.d no. ·.future
with Mr. Miller since he hi;td a wifef yet she_seys, 11 Itis
time I settled down."

"Settled down" com1otes someth:L11g

:permanent and fo:r. a long period of
married man to

11

time~

11ildred _chose a

set/jl0 dovm" with., which shows that. she v1as

living each moment f\1lly, a..>J,d shows her "bondage" to her
class societ;J.

36see Appendix A, op. cit.
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Mr. Miller, Mildred's supposed husband, had left
Tuiildred pregnant and

penniles~~

She expressed regre'as

for not having married Philip:

"I wish I'd :married you when you
asked me, 11. she said.
·
(p. 372)
1!I''d married" and

11

-

0,sked" az:e past tense e·iving

a negative

tone to the quotation:'• . Mildred•s f\2ture with Mr. Miller
had become none.xj_s·tent as seen by the
and.Y.asl;:ed."

wo~·ds

''I'd me,rriedn

l\/lildre.d used. the· word •rwish" when she spoke

of what had passed •. J.l!ow she offers herself, ·withou·!;
reserve, to Philip:
"Philip, if you want·me still r•u do
a:n;y--!;hing you like now. I lmow you' re· a
gentle.man in every sense of the word. 11
.
{p. 372)
Mildred used the word "gentleman" again in referring to
Philip.

11

Gentiema.n"

connota:t;ion.

~as

a smooth sound and a positive

Mildred used the personal pronou:n "you,'' indicating
'

that she was conoerned only with what Philip wanted.
then ·the ,word
11

he is

11

But,

gen:tleman" pon·!;ra.diqts her feeling, because if

a gentleman

in every

S6l1S0 Of

the WOi'd, II

8.

ltgentlem9.U 11

will not.think of lfimself first,,biit of Mildred, what she
wants, and what is best for her.
Tho concep,G of "liquor in middle class terms stands
for sociability and cookt~il pai:•i;ies. u37

-

37see Appendix A, ou. cit.

-

Philip did not .drink

35
excessiveJ.y even though he was faced with

m~

problems

concerning Mildred:
It• •They 'f/ere all SO~Sl' J?00ple' 8.110. the
.they had drunk Vient to their hee.ds.

(p.

· 11

So'Oer11 is a rolling word v1i th a

17i110

402)

oonnota·~ion

of being socially - .

a 0 ceptable, &"'ld a denotation of being sei•ious.
consunied excessively,. will make one dro.ulc.

"Wine, 11 When

When Philip met

.with his friends, they usually had wine to drink.

"Drunk"

has an tmpleasant ·tone when used L11 referring to liquor.

/d/

and

/k/ phonemes

The

have a short, blunt sound.

The concept of "liquor in lower dlass t.erm.~ is a means
to welcome obliv;!.on. u.3 8 l'!Iildred did not w.rn to "drink" ·lio
rid herself of her problems or to lllake her forget. them:
Philip laughed .with pleasure at the
recollection, wid S/Iildred laughed too.
She was prett'J'" sure he had drv.nk mo1·e
than was good for him. That was exactly·
what she had expected. She knew men~
.
(pi 537)
. Mi1dred. did not drink

·~o

welcom¢ oblivion.

Therefore, ono

can see that, she was still trying to rid herself of her
.
.
lower class values and attain the status of .the middle cl~ss.
Mildred used the words "expected'' and "knew" when referring
· to Philip and ·to men in general. 11 Laughed, 11 "pleasure,"
.
.
and 11 reoollection 11 are words with plea.sing tones. "She ).mew
men" .re-emphasized Mildredis attitudes toward the social
institution of society.

38 see A:ppencix A, op. cit;
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The concept of "srut in middl0 class tenns stands for
adventi.l!'e a..11d a. bindi11g forc0 for the family~-O¥;~a·ting
probJ..elllf3. of birth contro1.ir 39 Philip, at the age of eighteen,
0J'.l

'

believed that he was the only boy his age who had not had
SeXU8<1 reJ.a·l;ions With

a. WOJnan:

·-~-~~He ow·ed it to himself to seduce her.
He made up his mind to kiss Miss Wilkinson;
not.Jl;hen, out .in the evening; it w.ould be
easier in the dark, and after he had
kissed her th0 res·i; would follow~.~
.
.
(p~ 153)

Philip was desperate for a sex life, even though Miss
'

,~.

~·· :.~··

Wilkinson was almost twice his age.

11

0wed,u

11

seduoe," and

"dark" have sua1•140 .tones showing that Philip was orieni!ing
himself to the actual procedure of what would happen when he
seduced: l.'IIiss Wiikinspn, where he would seduce her, and how
he .would begin his ·seduction,
Philip's b11rning desire for Mildred never ceased,
even.when
. she . told him she was pregnant

an~

unmarried.

He

found her a place to live, m1d provided for her as though she
and 'ahe imborn child belonged· to him:
"Well, it w0nit. hurt for waiting. When
you 1 re all right a.gain we'll go for our
little honeymoon,"
(p. 391)

Philip s:lways thought first of Mildred and her welfare•
mnch as he desired her, he said,

11

It won• 'v hur·b for wa.i·i;ing."

39see Appendix A, 2:!?• cjj;.
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Philip believed that Mildred would be his at last.
and "again" showed a duration of time.

11

We.iting"

Philip was willing to

share this du1·ation with Mild1•ed, because She would then be his.
The

/%/

and /t/ in "little" ha~e a short stabbing tone.

/m/ and. /n/

in combination. with the

fr?J,(

The

sounds in "honeymoon"

·''

have a light, drmm ou:I;, feminine sound.
The concept .of "sex in lower class terms stands :for one
of life's fe\'l free plea.sures. 11 41 lliildred.1·s attitude tovnard
sex \'las differen·b when pertaining to Philip:
''I like you when you don 1 ·t want to make
love ·i;o me, 11• she told him .once.
(p. 339)
l'iiildred sensed Philip's love fo1• her before he admitted his
feelings to himself or to 1101•.

"·Like" is used to describe

her feelings for him instead of

11

carry as strong a meaning as

11

loYe."

J.ove."

11

Like 11 does not

Mildred was ad.lJli tting

the_,,,:f'acJ; that her f'e'eling for Philip was not one of "love."'
11

Don 1 i.;" and "make" have repugnant sounds.
Mildred's only way

0-,£· repaying a.nyone for services

rendered was wi'th her body.

Her fi1•st thoi1ght when Philip

offered to help her was that Philip still wanted to possess her:
"You can't say I didn: 1 t 'Offer ar.1,ything
in retur-n. for what you've done. 11
•••
He was a little horrified by he:c feeling
that her body was a commodity which sh0 could
deliver indifferently as s.n aclm.owledgment for
.services rendered.
(p. 390)

4 1 s~e Appendix A, op. cit.
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"Can.it" and "didn't" carry derogatoriJ meanings giving the first
sent~nce

an unpleasing tone..

"Horrified" and

11

comm.odi ty"

are::i$;~- words giv.ing the second sentence a negative tone.

Mildreawas already pregnant and :f'elt that she could have
seX'~al

relations with Philip without doing ruzy- haI'J!l to her-

self'.

"Co:mmodii.-y" has a. denotation of givi..l'J.g away 1 charitable,

and excess.

Mildred's body ha.d become a

11

comm:odity" that

she i.ise,d to make money to help. raise her status :from the lower
class to the middle· class.

Again, class "bondage" is evident,

The concept of' "money in middle class tei"ms stands for
a resource to be cautiously spen·~ and' saved for the future. 114 2
Phil~p•s

money was slowly dwind1ing away,

Mildred's being

pregnant did no·t make his financial burden any lighter:
It was a little awkward for Philip. He
needed rigid- economy to make his own money
last till he was qualified, and he must have
something over to keep him. during ·th~ year
he intended to spend as house physician
and house surgeon eit4er at his own or at
some other hospital •••
(p. 373)
11

Awk1Yard 11 showed the position that PhiliJ? found himself in

when Mildred retui>ned.
in the. budget.

11

"Rigid economy" would have to be used

Awkvw.rd 11 and "rigid economy" are terms with

harsh sounds as well as negative connotations.

Philip felt

anxiety ·when he thought o:f' wha;i; little money he had,

~et

was hopef'L:U. ·!;hat Mildred had ·come back to him to stay,
'4?
-see Appendix A, op. cit,
~
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Philip was still looking toward the :future and trying
to spend his money as wisely and cautiously as he could.
His attitude toward Mildred still had not changed.
still doi.YJg the things that she wanted to

do~

He was

such as

ta.king her to the music halls%
11

\'le can't afford stalls, you know."

(p"' 509)

One sees Philip's oonoern for the :future when he used the
term

11

can't afford."

He was thinking of finishing his

medios.1 education, knowing that he could not do this if he
spent all of his money.

Philip had agjusted to the fact

that he and Mildred . could not do all the ·things that they
would like to do if he was to finish medical school and
take oame of 1\iiildred and her baby; whereas, Mildred thought
only of _the present and not the_:future,
The concept. of "money in the lower class is some.thing
to be used now before it disappears. 1143 r.iildred, as usual.,
was still aslcing and accepting all that she could Iil.anage
from Philip.

She told Philip that she was in love with

Haz::cy '· his friend; therefore, . she could not go on a vacation
with Philip.

PlLilip offered a solution to Mildred:

11 0h, Philip, do ;you mean that?"
she cried,
clasping her hands. "If you could only let
us go-I would love you so much aftervmrds,
I"d do anything for you, I'm sure I shall get
over it if you'll only do that. Would you
really give us the money? 11
(pp. 416-417)

43see Appendix A, op. cit •
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Mildred had asked Philip for money so that she and Harry
could go on

th~

vacation that she and Philip had·planned to

go on together.

''Could only, 11 "would love, 11 11 afteI'l1ards
·u
. '
11
!• d, 11 . 11 shall get,"· and 11 you 1 11 only" carry d~tracting tones

that portray
.
.a.

nega·~ive.

thought· of Mildred's, "would love

you_ so much afterwards." :Mildred's only interests are taking
the money from Philip and leaving on the vacation with Harry.
The above words show J?hilip in "bondage"
in' 11 bonda.ge" to

~ilip,

~o

Mildred, and rllildred

Harry, the lower class, and her desire

to attain middle.class status.
The coi;icepts of the social ins·ti tu tions and the
attitudes of Philip, from the middle class, and Mildred,
from ·the lower class, have been dealt vri th in
1angu.age.

t~rms

of the

Lingu.istica.1 proof' for <?a.ch atti·f;ude has been

shoTin in the quotations that were presented,

The quoted

mater:ial, overall, reflects the cultural.chasms that exist,
Chapter Three will deal with the sentence patterns, verbs,
and key words taken from random sampling.

CHAPTER III
SENTENCE PATTEHNS, VERBS, AIID ICEY WORDS
Sentence patterns, verbs, and key words, of the middle
class Philip, and of the lower class Mildred, will be examined
closely to reveal the linguistic difficulties that each has
in trying to communicate with the other, as well· es trying
to communicate vdth the authority of.the social institutions.
.
A

.

random sample, approximately

been:: taken to

not~

.

ever'-J

I

':•

twenty-:f!;i:ve pages, has
'

the different sentence patterns, verbs,

and key words of each individual.
'

Philip's Sentence Patterns 44
I'm v:ery sorry.

Pattern
11 to be 11

You are cryptic.

"to be 11

He was a doctor.

"to be"

I

~hall

come every day,

I always used to play at home.

I

I, "to be 11

You bore me,

II

!~ll give you the money.

II

I can.wash myself.

II

I'm-beginning to want sopi.e new clothes badly•

f'

II

I suppose no one ever has faith enough,

III

You've got a very good appetite.

III

44see Appendix D for explanation of Sentence Patterns.
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Percentage
Sentence Pattern "to be" •••• 31%
Sentence Pattern I •••••••••• 23%
Sentence Pattern II •••••••••• 31%
Sen.tence Pattern III ••••••••• 15%
Mildred's Sentence Patterns
You~are

Pattern
"to be"

naughty.

11 to

You".S.re a darling, Philip.
I'll.come.

be" • "to be"
•

I

I wish I was dead.

I,

11 to

I wish everygey;,

I

You can alweys tell a professional man.

II

You . . sit in your chair.

II

I dpn 1 t want to talk.

I, II

I was o:oly going

I, II

J;~ll

I-t

·~o

see the show,

pay you back, Philip.

SE!ems

···-~

be"

II, "to be"

more natural to call you Mr. Carey, III, II,

11

to be 11

Percenta~e

Sentence Pattern "to be" •••• 33 1/3%
Sentence Pattern .Io-••o•eo••••2.8~
Sentence Pattern II •. o • • • • • • • 33 1/3%
Sentence Pattern III .. ....... o 5 1/3%
Philip's sentence patterns are more in proportion
than the ones of Mildred.

Philip has two Sentpnce Pattern III's,

\.•
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f'our Sentence Pattern II- 1 s, three Sentence Pattern r:•s, and four
Sentence Pattern

11

to be 1 s."

Out of these eleven sentences, two

of' them had.transi'o:rms making a total of thirteen.sentences used.
Ou.t of Mildred's.eleven sentences, she had five sentences
with one transfrom and.one sentence with two transforms.

She had

a total of five Sentence Pattern I 1 s, six Sentence Pa·ttern II 1 s,
one Sentence Pattern III, and six "to be" Sentence Patterns.
The Intransitive Sentence, Sentence Pattern I, refers
ever;y'thing back to the speaker.
of

S~ntence

Pattern I than does ·Philip.

transitive Sen·tence,
whole part.

Sentence Pattern II is the

Mildred, . again, has used more Sentence

Pattern II's than has Philip.
one.

Mildred has a larger proportion

Sentence Pattern III talks about the

Philip has.used this

p~ttern

two times to Mildred's

The "to be" Sentence Pattern has been used six times by

Wildred and four ·uimes by Philip.
In looking at lower clas.s Mildred's sentence patterns as
compared to middle class Philip 1 s, one must keep in mind ··that
Mildred was born into the lower class.
own choosing.

This class was not of her

She was ccnst::i.ntly trying to advance into the

middle class society.

She wae in clos_e association with middle

olass people, one of them being Philip.

Mildred, therefore, had

picked up much of the language of the middle class, making her
sentences and her language similar to Philip's.

Mildred's

sentences, collectively, have a negative, forceful tone, which
would be e1q;iected of the lower class.
whole, take on a neutral tone.

Philip• s sentences, as a

44
Philip•·s Key Words.
Middle-class Philcip 1 s key words, "God," "rotten,"
"kiss,"

11

hate," "Christian,'.' "gentleman, 11 "beastly," "love,"

"pay, 11 ":money, 11 "Mildred, 11 "cripple, 11 "clubfoot," "doctor,"
an.cl

"hospital" will.be ex8l!lined linguistically, as to

t~e

phonemes, phonological tones, and emotions of the individua1:
vrords taken by random sampling.
was "God."

One of' Philip's key words

This word was used. in pertaining to religion,.

as we11·as in his "every-day" language.
forceful. v1ord.

"God" is a strong,

The pi1onemes /g/ and /f.l/ are harsh, blunt,

and to the point.

The tone of' "God," in terms of reJ.igion,

is.forc<;if'ul
and strong, but gratifying.
..
is also strong and f'oroef'ul, but

"God" as a 1lby-word"

unpleasant~

The emotions

evoked·:vifould be the ones-at';'Joy, Fear, Ac;iceptance, and
Anticipation.

Philip showed Aco.eptance \'lhen ad.mi tting to

himself that he had no religion, that he did not believe
.
. in
tl~od. II
~-l, ;,

. \•

. .,•

l1Rotten 11 was a word that Phil:l,p used when discussing
an v.nplease.nt.subject.
with the

The /r/ phoneme has a roaring sound

/n/ phoneme causing the sound of the word to come to

a sudden stop.

"Rotten" has an

unple~sant,

carrying the emotions of.Annoyance

disagreeable tone

a.nd.:11.pprehension~

In

middle class terms, Philip .thought
of authority
.
. and religion
as being unpleasant and disagreeable.

. -,
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"Beastly" was the way that Philip described l\li.ldred's
treatment of him.

The /b/ phoneme is the dominant phoneme

and can be heard above the other ones.

The /l/ and

phonemes keep the word from stopping suddenly.
the phonemes /b/ and

The tone or

/£t:./ is strong and blunt, while the /1/

and /r/ tone is light.
Annoyance and

/:r/

The emotions aroused are the ones of

Pensive~ess.

In "kiss", the phonemes /k/,

/'J:./,

and /s/ are found.

The /k/ is a release sound followed by the

/x../

and /s/;

this combination prolongs the word, leaving a hissing sound
at the end.

The tone is one of a pleasant nature.

The

emotions are ones or Pleasure and Anticipation.
"Hate" and "love" are the opposite or each other.
The /h/, /e/, and /t/ phonemes contrast with the /1/,
and /v/ phonemes.

/A/,

The /h/, /e/, and /t/ phonemes are harsh,

gr\lf'f, and forceful, as is true of the denotation or the
word ·~hate."
dra~m

out.

The /1/,

/A/,

and /v/ phonemes are light and

The /A/ phoneme goes up to a higher level, while

the /v/ phoneme falls to the horizontal plane.
an emotion of Dejection and Disgust.
of Joy and Anticipation.
showed these emotions.

"Hate" has

"Love" has the emotion

Philip's 11 love" for Mildred
"Hate" was used to describe Philip's

dislike for his work as an accountant.

Philip, taking on

the characteristics of the lower class, hated the authority
that his job, as an accountant, represented.
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Philip denied that he was a ''Christian" and doubted
himself as being a. "gentleman."

!JI,

"Chtia:f/ian" are /k/, /r/,

The dominant phoh9llles in

/ti?

and

/n/.

makes the tone of the word quie·~. while the
the.)JC>fd,.force.

The/Ar,

/1/,

have·
a. soft,
lulling tone.
- - . ..
'
. of 51.All.i:foipation while

11

The

/k/

If/

phoneme

and /r/ give

/m/, and /n/ in "gentleman"

"Christian" carries the emotion

gent1ema'1," not as forceful, ca.ri•ies

tlJ.e· ·emo.tion of Attentiveness.
"Pey" denotes a giving of money for services rendered.

The phonemes involved in the word
and /e/.

·-·· .

pey 11 are.the ones of' /p/

The tone is short with a quick stopl

carried by the word
Ann()yariqe.

11

11pey"

The emotions

are the-ones of Acceptance and

Philip always paid, in terms of money, for

'

- Miilidied' s mis takes.
"Money" has a. connotation of silver, copper, niclcel,

a.nd::·bil~s.
and/~/.

Jn/,

The dominant phonemos of 11money 11 ..m·e//m/,
The ·tone is pleasant .and prolonged.
'

·the
·emotions
of Plea.sure
'
•., .
.
'
'

"Money" carries

'

.. ·.

and Expectancy'.·.
In:
.
.

'

keep~ .\~i th

'

the middle class standards, "money,.._ to Philip, we.s a.
'

'

resource to be spent cautiously a.nC!. caved for the f'u:ture.
'.!.'he phonemes

/m/ and /1/ in Mildred J:i..ave a light,

pleasant tone as contrasted. to the /d/, /r/, and.
in the l~tter part of the wor~.

/d.J/

phonemes

The /d/, r/, and /d./

phonemes carry a heavy, stopping tone.

The emotions Philip
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felt for Mildred were ones of Happiness, Acceptance,
Anticipation, Sorrow, Dis&ust, Fear, and Anger.

The

emotions, Sorrow, Disgu.st, Fear, and Anger, like the
phonemes /d/,/r/, and /d/, are nega·i;ive as was Philip's
'relation with Milfu•ed.
The /k/ and /r/ phonemes in "cripple" are harsh
and roaring.

The /p/ phoneme is spoke11 softly but vlith

The /1,(phoneme has a light, lulling tone~

force.

The

/k/'phoneme is the most forceful, while the /r/, /p/, and

/1/ phonemes make the.tone of the word flow.' The emotions
portrayed are Dejection and.

Apprehension~

himself' forget that he was a

11

Philin
neverllett
"
~

oripple," and always felt

dejected'for this reason.
11

Clubf'oot" is ·repeated many times through 'the book

by Philip, as well as by other people
in tailing aoout him..

The

/k/, /b/,

i..~

talking to him, and

and /f/ phonemes are

predominant, giving ·the word an unpleasant tone.

These phonemes

are ·spoken vii t11 force, carr-.ring harsh tones and emotions of
Dejection and Apprehension, as did the word "cripple. 11
!

Philip was studying to 'Ile a "doctol·. 11
and.

/·1;/

phonemes are· :the most important.

is one of gratification and pleasure.
wi".;h emotions of svery kind.
induces the emotions of Fear

The /d/,

The tone of

/k/,
11

doctor 11

A 11 d.octor 11 is faced

To a patient, the word "doctor"
a.~d

Anticipation.

/
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"Hospital" bas the dominant phonemes of /h/P /s/, /p/,
/t/, and /1/.

The /h/, /s/, end

/1/ phonemes carry a quiet,

tranquil tone as one would expect to find in a hospital.. A
11 hos:Pi1iaJ." calls forth the emotions of Fear and Anticipation,
as does the word

"do~tor.11

. The predominant phonemes taken from the key words of
Philip are

/g/,/d/, /h/, /b/, /p/, /f/, /m/, and /1/. The

majority of these phonemes are harsh, forceful, and authoritative,
as is expected in the language of a doctor.

These phonemes

call to mind the emotions of Annoyance, Apprehension, and
Dejection.
Mildred's Key Words
Mildred's key words, 11 dining," "gentleman, 11 "money,"
"love, 11 "marriage, " "Miller, " "Philip, " "baby, " "kiss, 11
"pride, 11 "respectable," "htisba.nd, 11 11 dress, 11 and "music haJ.l, 11
are words of a lower class individual who has acquired some
middle class vocabulary.

One must keep in mind that Mildred

was born into the lower class, but is a.lw8'1s searching ;f'or a
.

chance to better herself, to attain

middl~

"Dining" has predominant phonemes of
The /d/ and

/af phonemes have harsh sounds.

class status.

/d/,

M•

ang /zy,/.

The {~//added

to these phonemes gives the tone of the word a ringing sound.
"Dining" carries the emotions of Calmness and Incorporation.

I
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These emotions were detected in Mildred's
Philip.

11

dinin,,." with
0

.

Mildred rms calm when she and Philip dined together.
"Gentleman" has been dealiih with when Philip's k~y

words were discussed.

The same phonemes pertain to the lower

class Mildred's language, as was seen in the middle class
Philipis.· The tone carried by "gentleman" is one of' an
agreeable nature·.

In lower class tems, . the emotions. of'

"gentl:ma.n 11 would be Acceptance and Ex:pectancy.
The words "love t

11.

"marriage 7 " "Miller"
"kiss."
..
SI
,

"husband," and "Philip" refer to marriage and sex.

The

phonemes with the more explosive sounds are /m/, /1/,

/k/,

/b/, /b/, /d/, and /p/. The tone of these words is pleasing,
·the connotation one of' pleasure, with the emotive states of
EKploration and Reproduction domi:i;ia.ting.
"Money," "dress," "music haJ.l, 11 "baby," "pride," and
'
"respectable" are tenns·of' money·when
spoken

b~

These objects and qualities "'a.lweys cost Philip.
/d/;

Mildred.
The phonemes

/k/, /b/, /b/, /p/, /r/, and /s/ are ones projecting

repugnant tones, while the /at/and /1/ phonemes have the_ sounds
o'f being drawn out and upwards.

The emotions carried by these

words, collectively, are ones of' Incorporation and EKploratiori.
·Taken as a whole, the key words of' Ilfild:;'ed, "dining,"
"gentleman," "money," "love," "marriage," "Millar," "Philip,"
"baby," "kiss," "pride," "respectable," "husband,"

11

dress, 11
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·and 11music hall" refer to money, marriage, and

sex~

Money

and sex, in lower class terms wei•e the ''things" in which
Mildred was most interested.

11

Sex, 11 to her,. was one of

life.' few free' pleasures,
while 11money 11 was something to be
.
'

used now before it disappeared.
Summary
The key words of' both Philip and Mildred are similar
in tone and emotions.

Lo;ver class Mildred's. words are of
'

middle class vocabulary.

The tones of the phonemes of

Philip's words are what one would expect to find in the
vocabUJ.e.ry of. a docto1•.
pertain to 11money,

11

Mildred's key woras, as a whole,

marriage, 11 and ''sex, 11 whereas, the

majority of Philip's key words are found in the language of
a .doctor.
Philip's Verbs
Collectively, the verbs of Philip,
"offered, 11 "am dissatisfied," "loathed, 11

11
11

thought, 11

11

am a:f'fraid·, 11

cared, 11
11

was

trying, 11 "shall go, 11 "should have. expected," "wonder, 11 "is
flattering,." "can wash,"

11

have been looking,"

11

should

be grateful," "am sorry, 11 and "assure," are ionger and
more refined than the verbs used by Mildred,

The verb is

that part of speech which is stru.ctured to show the following
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forms in oral statement and in writing in the third person
.
· 1ar.
.•
singu.

"cared"
cures; he is caring; he cal'ed; he can
care; he has cared; he may be caring, or
he might have cared.

ll~

"assure"
He assures; he is assuring; he ass'lired; he
can assure; he has e.ssttr'ed; he may be assuringj
01• he might have assureGl.

The auxilary or verb markers consist of the following:
can, coilld, may, might, shall, ?hould, ··would, will, and must;
(have+en); (be+ing) •

A verb may be structured to show the

i'ollowing forms:
;;.s form:
-irig fOl'Jll:

-ed:

11

c:u-es, offers, ~iashes, wonders
caring, offering, washing, wondering
cared, oi'.fered, washed, ;;1ondered.

Bet' is not a verb. but may be used as a verb.

from verbs in more thrui one way.

11

Be" differs

"Ba".has eight unique forms:

"-S form:
am, is, and a~e ' .
-ed form: was and were
·
•ing form: being
•en .form: b'een

The -s form of "ben is not coni'ine!l.to the third person as is
true of the -s forms of verbs.
Philip's verbs
society. Different.

.i'01'1Us

"loathed"

"cm-ed"

~re

"o!'fered "

verbs expected of a middle class
of' the verbs are seen:
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These forms are past tense forms found in Philipis.verb list.
Many of the verbs have verb markers or auxiliaries:

"have been looking"
11

Have" is the.verb marker, "been" is a form of

11

to be, 11

and 1!lo<;>king" is the -ing form of "look."
As is seen in Philip's verb;Jlist and in the examples
given above, Philip's verbs are not short, choppy and negative,
but long,

gentle~anly

inc;livi'dual.

verbs expected of a

~iddle

class

His verbs are precise; proper, and in good taste,

.-.--

portraying the high-minded, v1ell-br<:!d middle class culture.
-

"•

I

Mildredts Verbs
The sum total of lower class

Mildr~d's

"doesn't like," "can have," "don't want,"
know, 11 "haven 1 t got, "

11

oouldn' t hardly, "

11

11

verbs,

oan·•t, 11 "don't

oan • t say,"

"haven• t_:Qesi;i.;111 "haven• t forgotten," "don't like," "have got,"
"he.dn' t got, 11 and "couldn't get, is W.ort and choppy with
negative tones.
••••

··1"" ""''
.• t

'

Mildred's speech and attitudes toviard

•

other people are r0flected in th0 verbs that she used.

In

some instances, Mildred used a double negative:
"couldn't hardly"
The verb should have read "could hardly. 11

At other times,

Mildred did not use the -en form of a verb marker:
"have got"
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"haven't got"
11 hadn 1·t got"
•.

In each example, with a verb marker used, the three verbs
should have read "gotten," taking on the -en for.m of the
. - '"

verb. ggt.n
11

Mildred used the apostrophe form in her verbs, alweys
giving them an even more negative tone than they ordinarily
.

'

'

would' j1!a,ve he.di: as seen in the fallowing examples:
"
:

~··

!

"doesnit like"
'"don't want"
"can.it"
,l
. .
··_
11 don! 'b r know•i
''~1aven 1 t got"
· 11 couldn' t hardly''
"can•t sey"
'-'haven It for~otten 11
11 don 1 t like"
"hadn 1 t got"
11 couldn• t get"
"haven 1 t been•1

Mildred used the verb form "get, 11 when perhaps another verb
could have been substituted f'or this form.

The verb, "get, 11

'
is seen.and expected in lower class society.

Summary

Philip's and Mildred's verbs, taken :from a random
sample, .are characteristic of the other verbs and verb forms
used in their speech in Of' Human Bondage.
.,

Philip's verbs,

long and refined, refledt the langu.age of the middle class
cul tv.re, cowhile

Mildred Is verbs' short and choppy, display

the negative tones used, by a lower class society.

,

.

'.

CHAPTER IV
CONSIDERATIOI~

OF REISS' LANGUAGE AHD PSYCHOLOGY
AMD

PLUTHIK' S THE ErJOTIONS: FACTS, THEORIES AND A NEl'l MODEL
.Af'ter moving from phonemes, verbs, and key words of
Philip and Mildred, one's attention should now be foeused
on predominating words and sounds found in the quotations used
in Chapter Two.

These words and sounds are scari.ned in terms

of Samuel Reiss• La.ngua.ge and Psychology.
of statements taken from

~hapter

The emotive impact

Two are dealt with according

to the outline of Dr. Robert Plutbhik's emotive theory.
Reiss• L?.llp""D.age and Psychology
As the study of tl1e process of language creation
reveals, the impressilions of actions and things that one
perceives do not strike the minds as discrete, sharply
differentiated events. ·"Things. are evaJ.uated and classified
;;:.._

...

for their •general feel'; the very words used to·denote
them shov1 that they a.re never freed from the ·'feeling attachment' of the observer. 114 5 By means of lan._,cuage, in general.,
one expresses and communicates feelings as well as thoughts.
45srnuel Reiss, LanW..~e and Psychology, (New York,
Philosophical Library, Inc.}, 1 9, p. 78.
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"Words do not refer to the specific

1

essence·' or being of

things but to a relation they possess \7i th respect to some
feeling quality that may be experienced.in reality or in
imagination. 11 4 6 Words and sounds seen throughout Of Hu.ma.Ii.
Bondage' have a negative, niasoUJ.ine tone.

The predominating

sounds.are the ones of deprivation.
Philip, with his middle class status, used words ·
carrying negative tones in his language toward the social
institutions and toward Mildred.

Through the quotations

dealt with in Chapter Two, one finds that Philip used the
words, "not," "doesn't, 11 ''don• t," "no,"
and

11

didn• t,"

tones.

11

nei ther," "never,"

"Not" was the predominant \"1ord carrying negative

The above words give one a feeling of deprivation.
Some of the predominant sounds used in Philip's

langu.ag~ are "g:• "d," and "aw. n47 The hard "g" sound was
found in such words as•get, 11 "greenish," "got," "God," "gave,"
•igoing,·" "go, 11 •igrasped, 11 and "grie:e. 11

According to Reiss•

Lano"'llag~e

and Psychology, word-sounds hint at ideas of
48
I
meanings~
The above words, with the hard "g" sound, have
,... ,•••n• '"

I

a hard, masculine soundl.

.

"Grasped" and

11

grie~"

are good

examples of the "word-sounds-that hint at the meaning of the
'

\7ord."

One can feel these two words as they are spoken.
4GReiss,
.
.t
OP•"·CJ.,r,,
P• . !79
•r •
47see Appendix E. for these soun<is in words in sentences.

8

4 Reiss, 2P•

2!!·•

p. 149.
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The "d" sound is one of deprivation.
this "d" sound prevailing are "didn't,"

11

The words with

drew, 11 "darker,"

"dark,"'"drunk, 11 "despised," "did," "drowsily," "dread,"
"degradin.,g, 0 "shadow, 11

11

doesn' t, 11 "don't," a.nd "dreary, 11

woril-sounds of each of these words gi"le:roire1S._ "hint at
idea of inea.nings, 11

The "d" sound :i.s blunt and hard,

The

the~'

The

endings of these words are not light and feminine as one would
find in "hello, 11 "ring," or "kite., 11 The endings are heav.r
.. ·····
with a dovmward fall as is found in the 11 d 11 sound 'itself'.
Another sound that is found in Philip's language is
'the
of

11

aw" sound,

deprival~

This sound is not a pleasant one, bv.t one

The words rrith this

11

aw~'

sound are

11

awk\7ard,"

"all, 11 "follow, 11 "awfully, 11 "cost," "halting, 11 "laws, 11
"falling," "almost," "naughty," "causing," and 111ost. 11
- i~ords~are ones of negation.

These

The "aw" sound is a flat,

monotone sound, giving one a feeling of dispossession.
·~'"- ~·

... ,,,__ ,_

Mildred, from the lower class; used more negative words

than did Philip.

Her words showing negation, taken from the

quotations.in Chapter Two, are "don•t, 11 "didn't,"
.

"can't ' " "not ' 11 "no , 11 "never,"
"nothing, 11

11

doesn 1 t, n and

11

11

\VOuldn' t, 11

iSn 1 t."

11

Mildred's predominant negative words.

11

11

couldn 1 t, 11

wasn 1 t,"

Iifo 11 and

11

not 11 are

These words carry a

feeling of deprivation.
Mildred• s "g," "'d," and "aw" sounds4 9 were predominant

49see Appendix E for t~Ef$,'6 sounds in words in sentences.
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in her language toward the socia.1 institut;1.ons and toward
Philip.

The hard

11

g 11 sound

\'l~s

found in the words "go,"

"gave," ''getting, 11 "glance, 11 "get," "globe," "gas, 11 "grate, 11
"going,"

11

give," and "got. 11

These words and the "g"

sounds in each are short and harsh.
in the words "do , 11 "don• t, "
11

11

The "d" sound was found

didn' t, " "done, "

n drunk,

"

down," "dir.ection," "dead," "dark," "dingy," "dir't'J," and

"doesn't."

These words projecdi a.feeling of nothingness.

The "d" has a hard, masculine sound much the same as the. ''g"
sound.

The words.beginning with the "d" have a short and

cl,o\'mward movemi;int,
11

The

11

aw" sounds ai·e "walked, 11 "all, 11

because, 11 '!already," "saw," and "always."

short; .flat, monotone sound.
hearing the

11

The

11

aw 11 is a

A "hint of meaning," when

aw" sound, gives one a feeling of refusal.

The v1ords carrying negative tones and the "g,"
"d," and "aw" sounds ·are found both in middle class Pl;tilip·• s
and lower class Mildred's langv.age. ·The words and the
sounds of the words give a "hint of the meaning" of the
idea projected by the word.

These words also·communicate·

feelings as well as thoughts to the reader.
and tones of the words play an·:l.mportant part
meaning·and feeling in

w.

The' s.ounds
i..~

portraying

Somerset Maugham's Of Human Bona.a,ge.
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Applica·tion of' Plutchik' s The Emotions:

Facts, Theories

and a New Model.
Plutchik' s theory of' emo·!;ions deals with the intensity
'

of' emotions showing the components of' compJ.ex emotions.~ 0
Statements pertaining to middle class
class

Mildred~s

Philip~s

and lower

responses to the weight of' the social institutions

will be examined in terms of' Plutcl:i..ik-'s theory,

9lhe· quotations

used will be the ones applying to the "cultural chasm" as
v

seen·. in Chapter
Two.
,....
The tables will involve three units:

the primary

.dyadic,.:, cross~ the secondary dyadic crossi and the tertiary
dyadic cross.

Mildred's and PhiJ.ip's emotions will. be

dealt with in separate tables;t'.l!ere.fo:re, showing four tables
for each subject.

The first three tables will show.the

emotive states, the number of samples used, the average of
the emotive states, and the crosses of the emotive states.
A Slll!!JD.ary of the crosses will be seen at the bottom ·of' ·~the
tables..
_; '

The fourth and, final table will note the net results

when considering the tables together.

A BUlllm.ary will also

be found at the ho·f;tom of th:i.s tabJ.e.
'

The approach used is the consideration of the tone of
the material as a whole.

There is no question that different

people respond through different emotions and that another
50see Append:ix F for an explanation of Plutchik's
Theory of Emotions.
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student, working through this sort of research, would find
di:f'ferant emotions.

However, while different individuals

respond to the same situation through different emotions,
there is little difference .a.s to the emo.tive states--which
contain the ·different emotions--judged as being present.
For·example, repeated analysis of the same passages with a
time lapse between analyses brought such variations in
judgment as annoyance one time, anger another--both are
elements of destruction.
The same individual at different times and places
would 'certainly make· a different response through the fa?~
that different i.mediate psychological fields would be
operating.

Tbe "immediate psychological fieid" is defined

as the cross-section of' any individual, going through the
behavioral experience,.at a specific time as composed or the
following factors:

the past neural traces (experiences)

of the individual, the present physical, emotive, and intellectual problem, and the present physiological condition of each
individual.

Ono would doubt that any individual would have

precisely the same "i .p.f." at different times.

The

personality of each.individual can be assessed, however, within certain

observab~e

limits because of' a complex pattern of

attitudes characteristic of that one individual.

Then, each

individual, responding differently because of his unique "i.p.f.,"
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would choose di.ffererit emotions.

The individual is likely to

make his judgment. within the srune emotive states, although
the specific emotions chosen Within the state vary.
Again, the same quotations used in Chapter

used !'or Plutchik's theory of emotions.

Two

are

The following data

gives the states ~d the emotions found in the states• The
data, in terms of dyadic crosses, is placed in eight tables,
numbered IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, X, XI, respectively, !'or
primary, secondary, tertiary, and the summary of dyadic
crossings, £or both Philip and Mildred.
Table IV shows the main emotive states to be those of
exploration, re1:iroduction, incorporation, and protection with
expe ctancl'-, pleasure, admission, and fear, the average
emotive values.

The primary crosses reveal a mild curiosity,

pride, al.arm, and cynicism, wlth the strong elements of
despair, aggression, revenge, misery, .friendship, remorse,
and guilt.
Table V, through secondary dyadic crosses, presents the
strong elements qE shame, prudishness, optimism, courage,
hopei'ulness, pessimism, hate, resentment, embarrassment,
disappointment, and submission, with a leaser degree of delight
and doraina.'1ce.

Table VI brings out the.deep and brooding elements of
anxiety, dread, i'attlism, morbidness. envy, sullenness,
resentment, hate, guilt, resignation, sentimentality, and
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rejection.

Tables V and VI are consisten·t; with the emotions

shown in Table IV.
The final table-VII-is set up to indicate the specific
crosses as primary, secondary, and tertiary in one complete
view.

Significant is the f'act that the emotive states detected

and· the emotions revealed show Ph:).lip's feeling toward the
social institutions,· toward :Mildred·, and, most of all, toward
the "bondage" of' both the institutions and ii!ildred.
Table VIII shows the main emotive states to be those of
exploration and incorporation with anticipation and admission
the average emotive values.

The primary crosses reveal

aggression, revenge, stubbor11ness, and cynicism, with lesser
elements of despair, guilt, pride, remorse, love, and alarm.
Table IX, through secondary dyadic crosses, presents
optimism, courage, hopefulness, conceit., loathing, hate,
contempt, and dominance quite strongly, with lesser elements of
embarrassment, disappointment: shame, prudish11ess, pessimism,
delight, submission, and modesty
•
.,
T~.ble

X brings out the elements of anxiety, dread,

cowardliness, rejection, fatalism, outrage, resentment, hate,
envy, sullem1ess, resignation and sentimentality, with a
lesser degree of' morbidness and guilt.

Tables IX a11d X are

consistent with the elements round in Table VIII.
•rable XI-the final table-is set up to indicate the
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specific crosses as primary, secondary, and tertiary in one
complete viewr The

emoti\lr~

states detected and the emotions

revealed show Mildred's feelings towa?'d the social institutions,
\

towar·d Philip, and also,. ·t.oward the ''bondage" that Philip and
the social institutions rep1·esent.

The consistently dominant

attitudes reveal aggreseiein, courage, conceit,- fatalism, pride,
al.arm, disappointment, rejection, despair, guilt, prudishness,
arudety, cynicism, ha·ce, contempt, and morbidness.

In closing, the Plutchikan analysis of the attitudes
sought for and discovered in Somerset Maugham's Of' Human
Bondage·as treated here discloses the sociolinguistical nature

of one of Maugham's novels.

'i'he language which carries the

emotive states and tones which compromise the attitudes of the

ma,jor chnracterl:I #;iµ the novel has been dealt with in terms or
~.

.

Plu:cchik's theory or emotions.

'

...

These attitudes compose a

picture of' the "bpndage 11 within which Philip and Mildred

have been plaor'ld.. ·
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TABLE IV-PRIMARY DYADIC CROSSES
Philip
Emot"ive
State

Numb er

o
Samples
from 23
Quotations

Average

Emotive
State

of

crosses
I+II; II+III; III+IV
IV+V; V+VI; VI+VII;
VII+VIII~ VIII+I;

I
Exploration

12

Expectancy +

I+II=Aggression,
Revenge

II
Destruction

4

Annoyance +

II+III=Lesser degree
of Pride

III
Reproduction

7

Pleasure +

III+IV=Love,
Friendship

In~rporationl

6

Admission
4.2

IV+V=Curiosity

Surprise
7,26

V+VI=<Alarm, Awe

Fear 8.

VI+VII=Despair,
Guilt

v

Orientation
VI

2

7.1

5.9
5.9

-

ProtectiOI\~

10

V.LI
Deprivatibon

4

Dejection +
6.58

VII+VIII=Misery,
Remorse

VIII
Rejection

3

Dislike +

VIII+I=Cynicism

6.6

SUMMARY OF CROSSES:
The strong elements here are aggression, revenge, love,
friendship, misery, remorse, despair, and guilt, with a lesser
degree of curiosity, pride, alarm, and cynicism.
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TABLE V-SECONDARY DYADIC CROSSES
Philip
Emotive
State

Number of
Samples
from 23
Quotations

Average of
Emotive
State

Crosses
I+III; II+IV; III+V;
IV+VI; V+VII; VI+VIII;
VII+I: VIII+II

I
Exploration

12

Expectancy ·+
7.1

II
Destruction

I+III=Optimism,
courage, hopefulness. conceit

4

Annoyance +
5.9

II+IV=Lesser degree
of Dominance

--rlI
Reproduction

7

Pleasure +
5.9

III+V=Lesser degree
of Delight

6

Admission
4.2

II+VI=Submission,
Modesty

Orientation

2

Surprise
7.26

V+VII=Embarrassmen\,,
Disappointment

VI
Protection

10

Fear -

VI+VIII=Shame
Prudishness

VII
Deprivation

4

Dejection +
6.58

VII+I=Pessimism

VIlI
Rejection

3

Dislike +
6.6

VIII+II=hate,
resentment,
contemot

.lV

Incorporation

v

a.

SUMMARY OF CROSSES:
The strong elements are shame, prudishness, optimism,
courage,. hopefulness, pessimism, hate, resentment, contempt,
embarrassment, disappointment, submission, and modesty; with a
lesser degree of delight and dominance.
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TABLE

vr~TERTIARY

DYADS

Philip

Emotive
State

I

Number of
Samples
.from 23
Cluotations

I

Average of
Emotive
State
..

Crosses
I+IV; !I+V; III+VI;
IV+VII; V+VIII; VI+I;
VII+II' VIII+III'

I
Exploration

12

Expectancy +
7.1

I+IV=Higher degree
of Fatalism

II
Destruction

4

Annoyance +

II+V=Resentment,
Hate

III
Reproduction

7

Pleasure +

III+VI=Guilt

IV
Incorporation

6

Admission
4.2

IV+VII=Resignation,
Sentimentality

Orientation

2

Surprfuse
7.26

V+VIII=Rejection

VI
Protection

10

Fear
8.

VI+I= Anxiety, Dread,
Cowardliness

Dejection..i.

VII+II=Envy,
Sullenness

Dislike+
6.6

VIII+III=Morbidness

v

VII
Deprivation
VIII
Rejection

5.9

5~9

-l~

6.58

;

3

"

SUMMARY OF CROSSES:
dread, fatalism, morbidThe S·trong elements are anxiety,
an~'lt, resianat1on,
h
ness,; envy . sullenness, re~entment, ate , .,,.,,..
sentimentaii ty, and rejection·.
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TABLE VII-SUM'·5ARY OF ALL DYADIC CROSSES
Philip

-Specific
Crosses
I+II
!+III
!+IV

-Answers

I

Lesser degree

I

!!:mphasis-Strong
ifoderate, Light

Aggression,
iiloderate
RevenJJ:e
Optimism, Courage, Hopefulness,
Conceit
il!oderate
Higher degree of Fatalism
Strong
i)J:

. '

ll+III

Lesser degree or Pride

Light

I!+IV

Dominance

Moderate

II+V

Resentment, Hate

1~1oderate

III+IV

Love, Friendship

Light to Moderate

III+V

Lesser degree of' delight

wight

III+VI

GuiJ.t

Light to Moderate

Curiosity

.1.ight

-Ilf+VI

Submission, Modesty

Light

-IV+VII

Resignation, Sentimentality

Light

V+VI

Alarm, Awe

Strong

V+VII

Embarrassment, Disappointment

Strong

Rejection

Strong

VI+VII

Despair, Guil·t

Str()ng

VI+VIII

Shame, Prudishness

Strong

VI+I

Anxiety, Dread, cowardliness

Strong

Misery, Remorse

Moderate to Strong

IV+V

V+V!II

VII+VIII

I

I

to Strong
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TABLE-VII-Continued
III + I

vfl:'.f +

Pessimism

t

Moderate to
Strong
' ~oderata

ICynicism

VIII + II

j Hate,

VIII + III

!Morbidness

Resentment, Contempt

j

:!!1oderate ·.

I

Moderate

at~itudes

Dominant
are those of' fatalism, re!sentment,
hate, alarm I disappointi:nent, r·ejection, desnair, shame,
anxiety, misery, pessimism, and envy.
I

.

.

1
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TABLE VIII-PRil<TARY DYADIC CROSSES
Mildred
Emotive
State

Number or
Samples
rr<>m 2J

~uotat;~

Average or
Emotive
State

Crosses
I+II; II+III; III+IV;
IV+V; V+VI; VI+VII;
VII.,:!-VIII; VIII+ I;

Exploration

9

Anticipation

II
Destruction

I+II=Aggression,
Revenge,
Stubbornness

3

Annoyance +
0.1

II+III=Pride (lesser degree)

III
Reproduction

3

Pleasure

III+IV=Lesser degree
or Love

IV
Incorporation

14

Admission

IV+V=Curiosity

2

Surprise
7.26

V+VI=Alarm, Awe

Fear
, 8.

VI+VII=Despair Guilt
(lesser degree)

Gloominess +

VII+VIII=Lesser
degree of
Misery, Remorse

Disgust 7.

VIII+I=Cynicism

v

Orientation
VI
Protection

VII
Deprivation
VIII
Rejection

2

·4

7.2

5.7

4.2

5.9

surllM.ARY OF CROSSES:
Aggression, revenge, stubbornness, cynicism, and curiosity
dominate these attitude~with a lesser degree or despair, guilt,
pride, misery, remorse, love, and alarm.
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TABLE IX-SECONDARY DYADIC CROSSES
Mildred
F.motive
State
I
Exploration

Number of
Samples
from 23
Onotations

Average of'
Emotive
State

Crosses

I+III; II+IV; III+V;
IV+VI; V+VII; VI+VII;
VII+I: VIII+II:

9

Anticipation

II
Destruction

I+II!=Optimism,
Courage, Hopefulness- Conceit

.3

Annoyance +

II+IV=Dominance

III
Reproduction

3

Pleasure

5.7

III+V=Lesser degree
of Delight

Admission
4.2

IV+VI=Subraiss:i..on,
Modesty,
(lesser degree)

IV
Incorporation

v

ll~

7.2

6.1

Orientation

2

Surprise
7.26

V+VIImDisao~o:i..ntment

VI
Protection

li.

Fear

V.iI
Deprivation

VI+VIII=Sha.me,
Prudishness
llesse~ del?l"ee}
..

2

Gloominess +

VII+I=Lesser degree
of' Pessimism

VIII
Rejection

Ii.

Disgust -

VIII+II=Loathing,
Hate,
Contemnt

8.

5.9
7·

(lesser)

SUNMARY OF CROSSES:
Tho strong elements are optimism, courage, hopef'ulne.ss,
conceit,loathing, hate, contempt, and ~ominanc~with a lesser degree
of embarrassment, disappointment, shame, prudishness, pessimism,
delight, submission, and modesty.

TABLE X•TERTIARY DYADIC CROSSES
Mildred
Emotive
State

Number of'
Sam pies
from 23
Ouotations

Average of'
Emotive
State

Crosses
I+IV; II+V; III+VI;
·rv+VII; V+VIII; Vi+ I;
VII+II: VIII+III:

I

Exploration

9

Anticipation

I+IV=Fatalism

II
Destruction

3

Annoyance +

III
Reproduction

II+V=OU:trage,
Resentment,
Hate

J

Pleasure

III+VI=Lesser
degree of:
Guilt

14

Admission

IV+VII=Resignation,
Sentimehtali ty

v
Orientation

.2

Surprise

VI
Protection

4

Fear

VII
Deprivation

2

Gl6.ominess +

VII+II=Enrr,
Sul enness

Disgust -

VIII+III=Lesser
degree of
MQr..!?.idness

IV

Incorporation

v.LII

Rejection
SUi~.ffiRY

4

7.2

.

6.1
5.7

4.2

7.26

8.

5.9

..

7.

. V+VII=Rejection
VI+I=Anxiety,, C~uti on,
Dread, Cowardliness

OF CROSSES:

The strong elements are anxiety, caution, dread, cowardliness, rejection, fatalism, outrage, resentment, hate, envy,
sullenness, resignation; and sentimentality, with a lesser degree
of morbidness and guilt.
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TABLE

Xl-SID-~iARY

OF ALL DYADIC CROSSES

Mildl·ed

Answers

Specif'ic
Crosses

I+II

Em:ph.asi s-St.rong
Moderate, Light
:Strong

I+III

Aggression, Revenge,
St11bbo:rnness
Optimism, Courage, Conceit

I+IV

Fatalism

Strong

rr+r:tr

Pride

Moderate to Strong

II+IV

Dominance

Moderate to Strong

II+V

Outrage, Resentment, Hate

Moderate to Strong

llI+IV

Love

t;mght to Moderate

rft+v--rrr+vr

Delight

ight to Moderate

Guilt

Light to Moderate

IV+V

Curiosity·

Li~t

IV+VI

Submission, Modesty

Light

·w+vrr

Resignation, Sentimentality

Light

V+VI
V+VII '

Alarm, Awe

Strong

Disappointment

Strong

V+VIII

Rejection

Strong

VI+VII

Despair, Guilt

Strong

Prudishness, Shame

Strong

Anxiety, Caution, Dread

Strong.

Misery., Remorse

Light

VI+VIII
VI+I
VII+VIII

Strong
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TABLE XI-CONTINUED
J\li.ldred
VII+I

Pessimism

Light

VII+II

Envy, Sullenness

Light

Cynicism

Strong

Loathing, hate, contempt

Strong

Morbidness

Strong

VIII+I
VIII+II
VIII+III

I

SUMMARY:
Dominant attitudes are those··of stubbornness, courage,
fatalism, pride, alarm, disappointment, rejection, despair,
shame, anxiety and remorse.

CHAPTER

V

SDrllMARY

There are several kinds of bondage;

the bondage o:f

the physical fact, the bondage of profession? and the bondage
of being tied to certain people, places, and events at
certain times,;

If exzy person changes his environment, he

is also condi tion0d or changed by his environment•

Fe;1

English.•spes.king peoples in the lands north of the equator
have physica1·s1avery, as faot.;

Tb.ere is always the more

iess subtJ.e fa.ct of bondage in language•

OX'

Whether or not one

is CODJl11unicating or expressing himself in a. compJ.ex society,o
he is in bondage to the struct-ures o:f the language as used
by the .society of which he is a ppysical and social

individual~

Each person t's language indicates basic responses as
a human being•

The individua1•·a indivici.ual use o:f l~nuage

also shows responses to the :particular kind of a society in
which he lives.

There are, of course, social groups within

wider and large:..: social groups.

The smallasir permanent

ins.ti tution, the fa'llily, uses. the common language for the
entire society, but reflects, in its own language uses,
as shown by the individual, its attitude toward other
families and other larger institutions• The individual,
wi:thin the f:.:unily, acquires certain a.tti -tu.des whiah mus·t be
expressed through lallgiiage statements•
The individual is conditioned by uttera.naes of· other

f/4
people oloso to him, but outside the socie.ty of the family,
He also conditions their utterances.

Wheth0r o.t ploy or at

\70rk, he is molded by and molds others within a framevvork of
sen tenoe paA;terns •

Various institutions pley e. role in

conditioning his language.

Each ins·ti tution~ such as family,

church, school, marriage, law, eociet-y, and $.Uthority, among
others, has e. hand in <;iach person's language development ..
The insti tu.,aions t..llat ere discussed in this monograph are
authority, education, sex, religion, an ideal goal, society,
delinquency, the :f:'u tu.re,

liquoi~,

and money.

The ins ti tu t"ions

do not Va:L"'.f, as to kind, from one ia.nguage-s.I?eaking oounirry
to ru1other, but the J.ino"'Ll.istic responses vary.

Somerset

f;!augh.am•'s 0£ Human Bondage, set in the Engle,nd of an earlier
time

Qf.

the present century, reveals ou1 tltral chasms through

characters, e.otion, and language.

!ndioating 1 implioitly,

that the oul tu.re of an individual :Ls his to·te.:i. enr1ronment

composed of t11e E!Ufil totaJ. of his i.nsti"cations 1 .I have taken

the position that oerta:tn language features would revea.:L
and carry the meanings of bondage in the flesh e..,,d blood

sense, end the meanii)$ of bond.age in the line,"Uistical sense.
The. only

·c\'fO

classes at issue a.re these of tue middle

class and the lower class, the first represented by Philip

Oarey, and the latter by Mildred

Rogers~

Garey, medioa.l

stu.denil and then doctor, holds middle olas:;i values, but

also reJra.ects, through his J.angu.age, a knowledge and conoer.n

vii th the lower class,

The lmo\'1ledge and concern come f'J:'Om.

his own profession :?,nd from his emotional engagements 1vith·
Mildred, whose temperament is p:rimru.•ily that of the lower

class.
.
'·
.His linguistic utterances, conditioned

b~\

his profession

'

and bJli his own c1ass oo:mmon denominator, refJ,ect his concern
wi,,;h the insti i."lltions discussed in this monograph.

:Chey. are

moClif'ied '.;hrougb. ·the .emotional .reao·tions to Mildred, and
reveal·~a

disturbed and frustrated person, as shovm in the

negative cluster of :emotive states detailed through reference
to Plutchil!:i s Emotive

Theor~,.-.-

Mildred ts aspirations,

grounded on utili·tarian e.nd material pul'Suits, are show·.a in
her occasional use of verbalizations which.reveal her
acquisition of middle class attituQ.es toward the concrete,
real, and less desirable midd1e qless v-a.lues,

The cultural

chasm indicated by the gulf between Philipt's values and
Mild.red's is indicated in the small and large structures
of the language.

Th0 combinations of certain phonemes, the

use of sentenco pat·terns, and the reversion to lower class
responses to coarse statements a.re shorm in her vague,
jarring, and U..."U'hythmic statements •
.The

lowe~

class individual, content with characteristic

lower class responses ·to all institutions, sttffers intensely
when seeking to give ai:middle class response to some of ·!;he
ins ti tu·~:i,ons, v1hile still having the responses usual and
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;normal to the other lower class responses to the other
insti·(;u·uions,

The recognition that a different attitude

to.ward an insti tutio11 in a.no·l;he:i:- class stratum forces an
anxiety and tension j;n; · responses ·to he.r o'oiher

institutions~

intensifies the f:i:ustration, and .le.ads to negative actions.
All th,ese. instances are reflected in

~er

language.

Philip, oon.scious of certa.il1 values oharacteris·hic to
and required by his class and ,his position i..'1 his

class~

fee.ls,. stro:p,gly and negatively, the ease.ult on or change in
.h:i-s system •. His attitudes toward other institutions are
changed, uncomfortably.
li~--uii3'bic

utteranQes.

These tensions are revealed in his
~is

short, hul.ting,. vague, e.ud

unq;J,f';t'erentiated
le.ngu.age responses are at oµd.s with the
.
'
es~ential, thoughtful~
'
'

and

i~efleotive

statGI!lents charo.cteristic
'

of his class and its institution.
Recourse to the principles of psychology; and language
show that Mildred's pZ?J;'Bhj.:ti:p}LS perception is f'.unction.ally
i;ielecti:v.e in a
.i-e~ppi+!'.!eS.

wey

that is quite different from cha,racte1·istic

to the institutions not llnvolv(;!d in their relation•

ships_ toward each.otf:ter.
.'

\7hO

c~

There. is, of course, no individua1

be se.id to be entirely middlq c:i.ass or anti.rely

lower dJ.ass in his response to experience.

Certain events,

things, ideas, institutions and people can be viewed by

~

lower cle.ss person in a. characteristically J.ower class behavorial
set, or in a characteristic linguistic bent or slant, but
there ma:y be specific institutions or specific events which
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evoke a middle class 'and not a lower class behavorial act
or lanc,nue.ge, utterance~
and

such is the case with both Mildred

Philip,;
The langv.age, in tl1e last analysis 1 reveals two kinds

of bondage.

In the first kind, the bondage is detennined

by physical and social .environments.

In the second kind,

there is the realization that·being driven to move up to
one class or d.own to e.n other, against the basic framework
of the essential charac·;;er of each, iE! bondage in itself.
Because whatever is done in the novel, ll!t1st be done by language,
the language itself is an enslaving a.nd detennining element
for each.
Philip's fatalism, pessimism, resentment, hate, a.la.rm,
rejection, and despair, are de:r•ived from his language in
situations which are treated for determination as random
samples.

His :f'atalism is a direct measurement of' llis ability

to see and to verbalize the source and inevitable end of'
his engagements with MiJ.dred.

Mildred has ju:;it enough

midd1e olass insights into the consequences of long run aotions
to reveal to her the inevitable failure beyond a certain
physica:j. attempt to transcend her lowly station.

In a wey,

the inability to see beyond the short run is the salvation
of the mental hea!l:.th
of the lower class individual.
.
'

SUff'ioient

ability to aspire enough to attempt middle class institutions
ser-ves only to reveal to Mildred how far apart from them she
is, how futile her attempts, and how inevitable her faili.1re.
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These judgments can be discovered and measured through
language..

;If there is a ou1 tural chasm between individuals

with respect to their attitudes toward institutions, there
must be a 1.anguage which reveals them.

The phonemic sound

stmc:ture, the syntax, and the emotive tones which reveal
the emotive states re:flect character responses which·are,
beyonO. doubt, negative e.nd disrttptive,;
Fina1iy;:o there is the sad ref!.lization that the chasm
which exists does exist in two

p~rspeotives.

There is the

Ch!l$II1.which is accepted as existing, and which is accepted
in such w_ays that the members of the different ¢lasses
live without hate, bitterness,·resontment, and despair4
There ·is the.

reoogni·~ion

that the chasm exists and that

w.1.oh can be done to modify the chasm in one or more weys.
The

fir~t

view does not involve failure, since neither

individual attempts a change.

The second view must be

disastr9us if the change does not come about, or if the
change serves to indicate a

wor~e

state rather than a better

state.-.,
The hero and heroine found that each class attitude
toward the different institutions is interdependent on
other attitudes.

To tinker with one, as Mildred and Philip

were each to discover, is to
stl:'.eS-\:1.·-.and strr.d.n.

bi~iug

the other attitudes :i.ntp

2he recog.aition that trying to cope

with unique attitudes toward flesh and blood brought all
other attitudes into play in such ways that each person
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couJ.d not adjust and did.not want to adjust resuJ.ted in
a f'rastration that destroyed Mildred totalJ.1f\r.a.nd
Philip
,·;\,
-

partially.

Their ls,ngu.a.gesdiff'erenoe~, abilities, and

cliarao'teristio usqge revealed their i'ailure and a.fuse
dete:mined their failure.
·-···

'1 ••• :

;,._..

.·

.,
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The concept of' ••
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in middle-class terms

but to the l.ower
clasa-is.•.•something hated,
to be avoided

atands---.fo?'·-~
Security~-to be

Authority (court:
taken
police, school
.for gi-a11ted-, wooed
principal)
~

Education

The road to better
thihg's for one's
children and oneself

-

Joining a Church A step necessary .for
soci.aLacee.p.tanc~

---

An obstacle course
to be surmounted
until the children
·can go to work
An emotional

-~ieas"'

Ideal Goal

Money, property., 'to
be accepted by the
sul!eessful,

"Coolness;" to
"make out" without attracting
attention or the
. authorities

Society

The pattern one conforms
to in the interests of
security and being
"popular"

"Tlie :Man"--an
enemv to be
resisted.and
suspected

Delinquency

An evil origina-t;ing

Oi1e of life 1 s

'; '

.'

outside the middleclass home

ine:vitable events
to be ignored
unless the police
.get into the ·act

The Future

A rosy horizon

Nonexistent. So
live each moment
fully

"The Street"

A path for the auto

A meeting place,
an escape from a
crowded home

Liquor

Sociability, cocktail
parties

A means to
welcome oblivion

Violence

The last.resort of
authorities for protecting the law•abiding

A tool for living
and getting on

Sex

One of life's few
An adventure and a
free
pleasures
binding force for the
falflily-creating problems
of birth control

Money

A resource to be
cautiously spent and
saved for the future

'

Something to be
used now before
it disappears

\

·

..
::...__

..

"'"'~;

.

..;

'

,

..

'
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APPENDIX C
Overall View of the Novel
•

• ...

'

>

.

;

•

....

P_hilip Carey, nine years,
old, .when his
mother died,
'
' ,(
,,
'
was sent to live with
his aunt and uncle
.,'!>

Blackstable,
forty mile outside "London..
'

•.

a~·

the vicarage of

'
Having
been botm
.
'
'

with a clubfoot, Philip was extremely sensitive about his
deformity,.and he grew up bitter and rebellious.

When he

was eighteen, he went to Berlin to study German, French 9
and mathematics with tutors from the University of Heidelberg.
He met two young men, Weeks.and_Hayward, and, from their
serious discussions on religion, Philip decided that

he~no

longer believed in God.
Shortly after-his return to Blackstable, Philip
became involved with a spinster twice his age, a

?~ss

Emily

Wilkinson, who was a friend of his Aunt Louisa.

After this

affair, Philip went to London to begin a career as a clerk
in an accounting firm; dissatisfied, he wo:rked only a year,
went to Paris to study art for two years, and returned to
London for his third great career; that of studying medicine.
In London, Philip met Mildred Rogers, a waitress.
In spite of the fact that Philip saw her for what she was,
a wanton, he loved her and desired her above all else.

When

he asked her to marry him, for marriage seemed the only way
he could ever possess her, she told him bluntly that he did
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not have enough .money for her and that she was
someone else.

~arrying

Pbilip·loved her and hated her so much that
'

he was almost consumed by his emotions•

'•

(.

In his affection for another girl;

"

h~

had begun to

forget ·Mildred when she returned to London '\mmarried and pregnant•
Philip took her back? paid her hospital andilodging bills,
and. s.E1nt her to the coast to rest; she repaid him by going
~:.holiday

on

with a, man Philip considered qis good friend•

·.. One evening. Philip
saw Mildred;. who ,had
become a
.
,,,,
common .'"street-walker," highly-painted; ovetdressed,
..

~aµµtering

down the street•

He took her and her child into

his. apartment
where Millired was to act as housekeeper•
..
Mildred left Philip again, this time becatis:~ Philip would·
~ ' .,· ',", 'r .,,

. ' !',

not" resume their old relationship<
;·~.' {,

· . Several weeks later, be saw Mildred '~gain.

.

writt~n him a le~ter asking him to come to·~ee ·her.
.'

.

:

She had.
She was

sick. ~ria wanted Pbilip 1 s help as a doctor. · He·:-wrote her a
''

pr~s~~·~ption•
"" ..,,'\\,i-, .
-·
.

,,.,·''

•told ··her to get the medicine; and he would see
., .
'

her,again the n0Xt night•
.. •l

'• •,.

.

t

,i

.

After several visits; she began .

'

to '.i,~~.I':ovea

The last night he visited her,: he did not

retlli1~ .'.to his apartment as soon as he left ~er; but waited,:,

outside to see who came to v:tsi.t Mildred. 'Sometime later t' ,'
Mildred ~ame out of her apart~ent and went~ pirectly t0ward. '
·a

~:~;j,if, hall;,

Philip knew then. that she wQhid never be·

cu:i:~a ~-'but instead' w@uicf keep spreading her disease to " ..
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every man that she accosted .

He never saw her again.

Philip met Thorpe Athelny, who wa s a patient in
··~~~'

the hospital 'Where Philip was studying medicine ; the two
became good friends .

When Philip lost all his money in a

bad investment , the Athelny family befriended him by letting
him stay at their house and by helping him find a job.

Then t

when Philip was thirty , his uncle William died , leavin

him

enoueh

~oney

to finisP his medical education .

graduation , Philip went on a holidav +rio witr
famil y.

After
t~ e

Re and Sallv Athelny became lovers , so he

Sally to marry him and be a doctor ' s wi e.

Prilio

Athelny
s'red
~elieved

that at last be was his own master a:fte:r hi s ma11y miserable
years of "human bondage."

' ' ~
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APPENDIX D
-·· According to Thomas,
patterns:

'~o

51

thore are four types of sentence

be:'· I , II , e.nd III.

Each izy;pe has four

positions in the basic English sentence:

the first position

is occupied by the first MP (noun phrase), which represents
:f;he

subject; the second, third, and fourth positions represent

the verb phrase, all that is not the first

I~P,

or the subject.

Parentheses marks (), in Linguistics, stand for
11

optiona1."

In looking at Table II, one can see that the

adverb is optional; that is, there need be no adverb in
the s0ntenoe.

Hmvever, if' the sentence is a be.sic Sentence,·

and not a transfo:rniation, the adverb wiJ.l fill the fourth

position if an adverb is used.

Again, the word t..iw.t fills

the fourth position need not be an adverb by structure,.
bu'G can be a

word· ft.motioning as an adverb, or a phrase

functioning as an adverb.

51 owen Thomas, Transformational Grammar and the
Teacher of English, (New York, Holt Rinehart and Winston,
Inc.), 1965. ~40 pp.

TABLE II
SENTENCE PATTERNS*
Position

Type

1

2

to be

NP

be

I

NP

vi

II

NP

Vt

NP

(Adv)

III

NP

Ve

Comp.

(Adv)

3

Pred.

4
(Adv)
(Adv)
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Philip's Sentence Patterns
These sentence patterns will be dealt with in
respect to ·these four basic pa·tterns.

The "to be" pattern

has in the verb position some form of "to be."

This

pattern can have the third posi·tion completed ·by the predicate;
"I'm very·sorry. 11
In this sentence, "I" is equal to NP, "am11 is a form of
"to be, 11 end "sorry" is the predicate.

The predicate offers

three possibilities, only one can be used at one time.

The

predicate may consist of a noun, en adjectiv:e, or en adverb
of time or locat.ion,
sent~ho~

The same ru.J.e above applies to this

also:
"You are cryp·tic. 11

The predicate in both sentences is completed by an adjective.
In··this sentence of Sentence Pattern "to be, 11 the predioa:l:e
is filled with a NP, noun phrase:
11
11

He was a doctor.• "

i'laf) 11 is one form of "be, 11 filling the seqond position,

while "dootor, 11 a noun, is filling the third position, that
of the predicate.

Only the first NP in a basic sentence

pattern stands for the Sl.tbject.
Sentence Pattern I is

th~t

of the intransitive verb,

the only sentence pattern that does not have its third
position filled,
adverb ohl.y:

The fourth position can be filled by an
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"I shall come every day."
"Every day" occupies the fourth position, is structured as
a noun, and .functions as an adverb of time.

verb can be identified

by

the .following rule ;

An intransitive
notm

ruiy

that would be added immediately a.fter the verb would have
to function as an adverb:
"I always used to play at home."
This sentence contains Sentence Pattern I and "to be."
Here, .finding two sentences combined, the sentences must be
taken apart in order to know the sentence patterns:
Sentence Pattern I----"I always used to pJ.ay."
"to be 11 - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - 11 I am at home."
Transf'orm-------------"I always used to play at home."

The third position in Sentence Pattern I, then, is always
nuil, and the f'our•th position is .filled by an adverb, or
a noun acting as an adverb of time.

When determining a sentence pattern, any veI"b shoul'.d
always be tested f'or Sentence Pattern II first.

i'or Pattern II is conclusive.

The test

The sentence can be read

backwards; use "by 11 as a result of exchanging the i'irst NP
and the

ne~:t

NP (as object), "being" comes onto the scene,

and the passive voice is used:

"You bore me.rr
The test--- 11 I am being bored by you."
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n r t i l giVO YOU t .10 mOllOY •II

rhe t ost - 0 '.rhe oonoy io boi ng c iycn you by mo. "
11

I c an r:o.oh my::iolf .

11

Tho to.;t- "".yself i o boi ng waohed by me ."

I n ea ch of t h o o_:...;mplos o.bo7e, tho ooc0nd ITP has oxchungod
placoo wit.... t h o f i rst UP .

' 'By " r:md

0

being" have boen uood,

and the soi... ten o9n have been oho.ngec. to tho passi vo voice .

In t he foll0\'1ing aorto.. co , Sentence ?o.tt ern I r..._1d Sontonc o
Iat torn I I are f ound:
11

I ' m begi nnin,3 to

b <-.dly •

v1a.i.J.t

some nm·1 clc t hes

II

Sentence Pe:ttorn I - --"I ' m beginninrr to wL:.nt . "
So.... tenoo

l

'.lttorn II-- 11 So acne wants now clothoo
b - dly . "

Tho to8t for Sov toncc Inttern II =
"How cl othes a.re be inc
Sontonoo

P~t tcrn

b a dly by

someone . "

II is the oaso where thoro i s more t hc.n ono

word to the vorb .
verb .

U O..."l tod

In thio oentcnco , "want s clothon"

i~

the

Tho noun "clo t oo" fu...'1ctiono ..s part of tho \·erb , tho

fourth :>O.Jition bein..; occu_iod by "be.dly, 11 an adverb .
Sont onoc Pattern I II i nvolves tho NP , tho V, the
compl ement , and t he adverb a c op tional (adv . ) .

variety of t he verb io detec t ed.

!he firot position is

fille d by a NP ; t ho socvnd position i s
certa in kind--not

11

T:.-ic.t io , another

to bo, " not i ntr

~illod

by a ver b of a

itiv o, and not tr::msitivo .
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Apparently, this kind of verb is that kind which
be followed by

an

to

item in the third position in such a. wey

tha.t ·this word or term in the third position is synonymous
with tho NP a.s a noun or pronoun, or that th:l.s third position
must be filled by a word which is an attribute o:f' the NP:
"I suppose no.one ever has faith enough. 11
Here,

11

fa.i th" is a quality of "one. 11

Consider the follo\ving

sentenc,e:
11

You 1 ve got a very good appetite. 11

The .NP. is occupied with 11you, 11 the verb position is filled
with "have got," and then, tho third poei t:l:on llasc?alnotl..?J.,
11

(you)~

a.ppetite," which is a quality
of
tho NP
.
.
...
• -~ .::· ::<

•

~

.- :!:

··Thes.e sentences Ii.ave been exa.m;i.ned according to
•

1

the fpi~r basic sentence pa.tte'ks,

•

11 ·!;0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

be, 11 I, .II~ and III~

as demonstrated in Thomas•s Transfor.nation.Grammar and the
Teacher of English.

In conclusion,

11

to be" ha.s the third

position filled with the predicate which consists of one
of three possibilities:

a noun, an adjective, or an

adverb of time or locatio.
FOs~t$on

is not filled.

position
must
be fi1led
..
'
'

In Sentence PatteI'll I, the third

In Sentence Pattern II, the third

gy a noun or its eqµivalent. In

~.

Sentence Pattern III, the third.position is filled by a noun
o~

its equivalent synonymous with the subject NP, or by an

adjective indicating qualities or attributgsof the sv.bjeot.
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APPENDIX E
I. "g, 11 "d," and "aw" SOUNDS FOR PHILIP
He did not know how he was to get through the hours that
must pass before his eyes rested on her again.
(p.307)

He thought drowsily of her thin face, with its delicate
features and the greenish palor of her skin.
(p.307)

"You've .got so many woi[1en-don 1 t take her away from me."
(p.407)

"My God, why didn't you write to me."
She gave him her lips.

(p.506)
(p.670)

"You 're ,going to church tonight., and how cnn you .face your
Maker when you've been breaking one of His la~s in the
afternoon?,,

(P.27)

nWhen you're .fill right again we'll go for our little honeymoon."
(p.391)

The master seized the arms of his chair and grasped them as
though to prevent himself from falling upon Philip.
(pp.65-66)
"Think of the grief you 're C£..l!Sing your poor mother in heaven. 11

(p.27)

He drew her into the darker shadow of the hedge.

(p.670)

It would be easier in the dark.

(p.153)

They were all sober people, and the wine they had drunk went
to their heads.
(p.J~02)

He despised himself as much as he despised her.
-

(p.342)
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He i'elt too restless to sleep, and he had a horrible dread
of' being moved on by the police.
(p.359)
He still looked upon Christianity as a
that must be cast away at any cgst.

degra~ing

bondage

The veins in his forehead stood out and his face grew dark
and threatening.

(pp.65-66)

"Supposing you'd asked God to do something, " said Philip, "and
really believed it was going to happen, like moving a mountain,
I mean, and you had faith, and it 4idn't happen, what would it
mean?"
(p. 53)

It was a little awkward for Philip.
(p.373)

"';rou 1 re a very nsi..Yghty boy."

(p.27)

After he had kissed her the rest would i'ollow.
\p.153 l
"I've been so awfully wretched."
Then he lost his head.

(p.407)
(p.670)

They knew that in past days he oi'ten used to seize boys by the
throat ·till they fi!lmost choked.

(pp.65-66)

morality of which Athelny spoke was to him no more than
a part of' the religion which a h~lting intelligence preserved,
when it had laid aside the belief's which alone made it
i•easonable.
~The
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II.

MILDRED'S "g," "d," and "aw 11 SOUNDS

"I always like to go to church once."
"I've ,got my pride to consider."
"Would you really ,give us the money?''

(p.327)
(p.373)
(p.417}

"I didn't know he was a married man at first, and when he
told me I _gave him a piece of my mind.
(p.371)
11

You see, I'm _getting on."

(p.340)

She gave him a sidelong glance as she passed.
(p.495)
"If I could only get out of itt"

(p.499)

It was quite dark; she asked him f'or a match, and lit the
gas; there was no globe, and the gas flared shrilly.
(p.497)
The grate was hidden by a large paper fan.

(p.497)

"My aunt doesn't like my ,going to business."
(p.Jl2)
"I don't want you to think that .I work because I need to. 11

(p.Jl2)

"I would love you so much afterwards, I'd do anything for you."
(p.416)
"I'm twenty-four and it 1 s time I settled down."
Tp.340)
She overtook a short man in a bowler hat, who was strolling
very slowiy in the same direction as herself,

(p.495)

"Oh, I wish I was dead."

(p.499)
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Philip saw that he was in a dingy little bedroom with a
suite o:f furniture painted to look like pine much; too
large :for it; the lace curtains were very dirty.

(p.497)

"Nothing's to be done."

( p.370)

She was pretty 'sure he had drunk more than was good for him.

(p.537J

She ~a+.ked a re·w steps more till she ca.me to Swan and Edgar's,
then stopped and waited, .facing the road.

(p.495)

"Mine's all my own, every bit of it."

(p.306)

"illy father .slways kept a dog-cart, and we had three se1-vants. ''

(p.312)

11

He had a wife already and three children."

(p.371)
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Plutohik 1 s Theo:sv of Emotions
. While developing his theory, Dr. Robert Plutohik, 52

a psychologist from Hofstra UnJ.versity, presents in some detail,
a model of prima:FJ' .emotions and their mU:ttwes.

A

possible

parallel between mixed emotions and mixed oolors is

suggested~

For &XeJ!lple,. certain hues suoh t:ts red and green or yellow e;nd

blue are complementa.:cy or opposite,
same'wey:
•

I

rejection~

Emotions work

mt1Cll

the

joy eti.d sorrow, love and hate, aooeptenoe and
In its present form, this theocy;i: hopefully, pro..

vides·sOJile useful information, integrationsp and research ideas

for

b6tA.the clinioally-oriented psychologist and the.laboratory

· experin;entalist.

:Che theory -Of emotion presen·!;ed by l?lutohik attempts
bo'f1h e. bres.k-dovm a,ncl· a l..i.ni:f'i.oe.tion of the oo:m.plex emotions of

evecy df3S'

life~·

'.1'.11<.;i

theory should be judged in te:rw.s o:f its

usefulness in explaining old observations; suggesting new ones,
and relatir>..g

m~ed idea.s~

The basic postuJ.atQs :f'or Plutohik• s

present theocy are as .follows:
There :l.s a small number of pure o:i.• primary

emo-~ions.

Post"'t.1late 21>:. Al'.!. o·uher emotions are mi::ced; that is,
thE:>Y can be synthesized uy·variou:;;i
~011ibinations of the pr:l,mary emo'bions.

J?ostulate·J,

Primacy em<rtions differ from ea.ch o.ther
with raga.rd to both physiology and

behavior.

··-
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Postulate 4;. Primary emotions in their pure form
are hypothetical constructs or idea,J.ized
states whose properties oe.n only be
inferred £rom variou.s kil1ds of evidenceo
•.-1·· .~

Postu.1ate55.> Primary emotions mey be oonoe:ptu.a.11zed
in terms of pairs of polar opp 0sites.
Postulate
-· . - ,.

!S~l

Each emotion oan exist in varying ~f?gX>ee
of intensity or levels of arousal.,.
·

. Criteria. for primary emotions, dealing with the first
postulate, have been made.

Lower animal res.eru.>oh, aooord:i.ng

to a.l.l·thE!ories, is I'Gleva.nt to an understanding oi' the
emotions.

!f

these theories are correct, a p:r;-ima.ry emotion

sho11ld pa adaptable,
ilt :;iome sense i to lower evolut;Lone.:cy.
'

.

J.evels..

Also,

~

decision a.bout which e_motions are primaey

and wh:l.o11 derived should not de:pend only

on

aduJ. t self•

examine.ti.on. . Emotions may depend for expression on the
complete action of certain neural structures.

These stmctures

change considerably in the-course of evolution, and the

most primitive organisms have no nervo14s system.a at

all~

If.

emotions are to be recognized at ell stages of growth, they

oe.nnot b¢ identified.with individual. body: par:t;s, but in terms
· ·of' overall behavior.•

J~ P. Soott•·s Animal Behe.vior 54 was used by Plut'ohik to
identifY the nine basic types of adaptive behavior:

ingeetive

behavior, shelter-.seeking, agoniatic behavior, sexual behavior,
5:5 .

Plutchik, op. cit., pp_.

41-42~

·
?.411. P · Sooi;t, AnimaJ. ':BehaVior, (Ch:Lcago:
of Chicago Presa},. 1958, :28lpp~.

University
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care-giving behavior, care-soliciting behavior, eliminative
behavior, alleloraimetic behavior, and investigative behavior.
Only five of' the nine adaptive p:r-ocesses listed fit Plutchik's
criteria for primary emotions.

As a result of the adaptive

behavior, Plutchik arrived at eight basic

behavio1~

pat.terns:

incorporation, rejection, destruction, protection, reproduction,
deprivation, orientation, :ind exploration.
After showing that the eight basic behavior patt.erns
represent _the prototypes of all emotional behavior, Plutchik
designed a structural model of the emotions.

This model

shows the eight prototypic dimensions arranged somewhat like
the sections of half an orange, with the emotion terms which
describe each emotion at maximum intensity at tho top, as is
seen in Figure 1.5.5 , The vertical dimension represents
intensity, or level of arousal, and ranges from a maximum
state of excitement to a state of deep sleep at the bottom.
The shape of this structural model implies that the emotions
become less distinguishable at lower intensities.
The judged intensity of emotion terms was arrived at
when a list of synonyms for each of the primary emotion
dimensions was presented to a group of thirty college students
asking them to rate the synonyms in terms of the degree of
intensity that they represent, using a scale of one to eleven;

55 Plutchik, op. ~·, p. 110.
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one means very very lov1; six means a modera:te level of
intensity, and eleven means a very very high level.

The

average intensity was then obtained for each of ]he terms
as is indicated in Table IIr.56
There are various ways the primary emotions may be
mixed in order to incorporate complex emotions.

Evidence

can be seen in Figure 2 that e:rzy- adjacent pair of primaries
could be combined to form an intermediate mi.."l:ed emotion,
just as e:rzy- tuo adjacent colors on the color-circle form an
intermediate hue. 57 A mixture of e:rzy- two primaries may be
called a dyad.

If t-wo §djaoent primaries are mixed, the

resulting combination may be called a primacy dyad.

Mixtures

of two primacy emotions v1hioh are once removed on the circle
may be ca11e·a. secondacy dyads, vthile_ mixtures of two primaries
which are twice removed on the circle me;v be called tertiary
dyads.5 8
There are at least.three possible approaches to the
process of naming emotion mixtures.

Plutchik chose the one

where a group of thirj;y-four judges were asked to examine a
long list of emotion-terms in our language and to indicate
which two or three of the primaries are oomponents.

56 Plutchik, op. ~·, p. 112.
57 Ibid., pp. 115-116,
,5.!3 Ib. d
::.l.' ~·' PP• 115-116,

The
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following listing indicates those terms which appeared most
frequently:
Primary Dyads
anger + joy = pride
joy + acceptance = love, friendliness
acceptance + surprise = curiosity
surprise + fear = alarm, awe
fear + sorrow = despair, guilt
sorrow + disgust =misery, remorse, forlornness
disgust + expectancy = cynicism
expectancy+ anger= aggression, revenge, stubbornness;iD'
Secondary Dyads
anger + acceptance = dominance
joy + surprise = delight
acceptance + fear = submission, modesty
surprise + sorrow = embarrassment, disappointmen~
fear + disgust = shame, prudishness .
sorrow + expectancy = pessimism
disgust + anger = scorn, loathing, indignation,
contempt, hate, resentment, hostility
expectancy + joy = optim;s~. courage, hopefulness,
conceit .. ~
Teritary Dyads
anger + surprise = outrage, resentment, hate
joy + fear = guilt
acceptance + sorrow = resignation, sentimentality
surprise <lo disgust = ?
fear + expectancy = anxiety, caution, dread,
cowardliness, distrust
sorrow + anger = envy, sullenness
disgust + Joy = morbidness
expectancy + acceptance = i'atalism 6}:,·
59 Ibid., p. 117-la.
~

~e Ibid., P• 118.,
t5ll Ibid., p. 118,

ll:E

examination of ,this list suggests to Plutchilt that
mixtures of emotions which are more widely separated on the
.An

emotion-circle are harder to imagine or less likely to be
experienced than those which are closer.
,.

Opposite emotions,

.

. vrhen occurring simultaneously in equal intensity, act to
inhibit or neutralize each other just as opposite colors,
when mixed in equal intensity, act to netitrnlize one another
to prodtice grey.
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TABLE ;!:II
EIGHT

PRil\'!A~Y.

EMOT;LON DIMENSIONS*

Dimensions
Exp1oration

Destruction

Reproduction

Incorporation

Anticipation

Rage

Eostasy

Elmecta.ncy

~er

Ad.mission
4.-2
Acceptance

7.3

-·

6.8

At:~entiveness

5,9

se·b
-;:::".,l.':,;)'"';

9.9
8f4
Annoyance

5.

io •.

Joy·

8.;i.

Happiness

7.i

4.

Incorporation

3.6

Pleasure

5,7

306

Serenity
4.4

~

- ,......... _ -...........

CaJ.mness

3.3

Orientation

Protection

Deprivi;i,tion

Rejection

Astonish±nent

Terror

Grief'

Loathing

..

11''

"·

9.3

·Amazoment

8.3

Surprise
\•,

'

7.3

.io.2

Panic

'9~8

Fear
'8.
Apprehension
6 •.4
Timidity

4.

8,8

Sorrow

7•5

·9~1

Disgi.1st

7.6.

Dejection

.Dislike

Gloominess

Bored.om

Pensiyeness
4.,4

Tiresomeness

6,3

5.• 5

5,5

4.7

4.5

~
*Robert P1utchik, The Emotions: Facts, Theories, and a
New Model., (?lew York, RandOm. House, 196?), P• 114.'
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• 2E• q!!., p, 113.
*Plutchik,

